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INTRODUCTION 
The objective of plant breeding is to produce strains or 
hybrids that in some way perform certain functions better 
than varieties already in existence. To accomplish this ob­
jective, a breeding program must be planned to permit the se­
lection and reproduction of genotypes that represent optimum 
combinations of genes. The superior performance of a new 
variety Is evidence of success. Significant improvement ge­
nerally has been achieved for highly heritable characteris­
tics, such as the transfer of disease resistance from one 
variety to another. Current breeding programs, however, of­
ten do not involve simple inherited traits. Selection must 
be directed toward complex quantitatively inherited charac­
ters for continued improvement. Progress in selecting for 
quantitative characters has been slow. In recent years, how­
ever, the improvement of quantitative characters has been en­
hanced by a greater understanding of population genetics and 
variability in many crops. 
The purpose of the research reported herein was to evalu­
ate the effect of three sib-mating systems on the improvement 
of three economically important quantitative characters of 
tomato. It was theorized that the recombination resulting 
from continuous sib-crossing after each selection might break 
undesirable gene linkages between earliness and high yield or 
between earliness and large fruit size. Furthermore, the 
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sib-mating system should maintain a higher level of additive 
genetic variance over a greater number of generations, there­
by permitting increased selection pressure for a given com­
bination of characters. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Quantitative Inheritance 
Until the present century, it was thought that contin­
uous variability of quantitative traits did not reflect Men-
delian inheritance. Nilsson-Ehle (35) in 1909 demonstrated 
Mendellan inheritance of color of wheat, and East (10) in 
1910 reported the presence of several Independent allelomor­
ph! c pairs capable of determining endosperm color in maize. 
These two workers are credited with the formulation of the 
multiple factor hypothesis of inheritance. Johannsen (24) 
demonstrated the difference between genetic and non-genetic 
or environmental variation through experiments with selection 
within pure lines of beans. Hardy (19) and Weinberg (63) 
each reported in 1908 that a large, random mating population 
in the absence of disturbing factors (mutation, selection or 
migration) does not change in gene frequency from generation 
to generation, and that the genetic variability of the popu­
lation is maintained. 
Weinberg (64, 65) explained phenotypic variability by 
separating genetic and environmental components. Payne (36) 
and Sax (56) demonstrated the Mendellan nature of quantita­
tive variability by showing linkage of minor quantitative 
characters with marker genes. 
Fisher (11), in working with a model for a single gene 
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pair, suggested that genotypic variance should be divided in­
to (a) additive genetic variance, (b) variance due to domi­
nance deviations, and (c) variance due to epistatic devia­
tions. Using the same general model, Fisher et al. (12) 
stated, "If heritable variance observable among any group of 
organisms is the sum of the variance due to individual loci, 
the model Is easily extended so that any number of loci may 
be considered affecting the character being studied." In 
this instance, these workers considered epistasis to be ne­
gligible. 
Basmusson (53) introduced his interaction - hypothesis 
which assumed that "The effect of each factor on the genotype 
is dependent upon all the other factors present, the visible 
effect of a certain factor being smaller the greater the num­
ber of factors acting in the same direction." Two systems 
were outlined which covered the general principles of the 
interaction - hypothesis; that is, the logarithmic function 
and the geometric series. The data approached more closely 
the geometric scale, a scale appearing to have more biologi­
cal meaning. Powers (4?) supported Basmusson's hypothesis 
with results obtained from a study on the inheritance of 
growth habit in Trlticum vulgare. However, in a later study 
of some quantitative characters in barley, Powers (46) found 
that the effect of certain factors was not smaller with a 
greater number acting in a certain direction. 
A model that involves more than two alleles at the same 
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locus was suggested by East (9)• It was proposed that the 
cumulative action of non-defective alleles of a given gene 
approached the strictly additive as they diverged from the 
following relationships : aa=o, Aia=Ai+o, A]Ai=AifAi-«C, 
A^ A2=A]_+A2-^ 9 AiAj=Ai+kj-li$ AiA4=Ai+A4-ê, etc., where the 
value of pf approaches the value of A^  and where«£" . The 
several alleles representing a single locus become differen­
tiated with respect to function so that A^ Ag is more effi­
cient than either A3A1 or AgAg. Furthermore, heterozygotes 
were postulated to become increasingly more efficient as 
their component alleles diverged more and more in function. 
Thus A^ Ag(A^ A^ (A]Aj^ , etc. This model is known as the diver­
gent allele theory of heterosis. 
Charles and Smith (4) described two gene models termed 
additive and multiplicative. The multiplicative model was 
found to be superior to the additive model when both were ap­
plied to data on fruit size in tomato crosses and to data on 
corolla length in a tobacco cross. A multiplicative model 
will account for some of the interaction of loci whereas the 
additive model has no parameter for epistasis. 
Mather (32), after eliminating epistasis by scaling, 
partitioned the variance of the Fg population resulting from 
a cross of two homozygous lines to determine the values of 
additive, dominance, and environmental variance, assuming 
that the gene frequency of the inbred lines was one-half. 
Mather also discussed the effects of linkage on the estimates. 
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Mather assumed that estimates of environmental variance were 
the same for parental and F^  generations in comparison to F2 
and backcross generation. However, Powers (44) stated that 
genotypic and environmental variability did not follow the 
same scale. In tomato crosses, environmental and genotypic 
variability were found to be arithmetic in some and logarith-
* 
mic in others. 
Fisher et. al. (12) described biparental populations from 
which data can be used for the estimation of the average de­
gree of dominance. Biparental progenies were defined as 
those obtained by crossing two Fg plants. The mean variance 
was computed as l/l6 (4d2+3h2), and the variance of means of 
biparental progenies as l/l6 (4d2+h2). In these formulae, d2 
represents additive genetic variance, and h2 represents vari­
ance arising from dominance deviations. 
Comstock and Hoblnson (8) explained how estimates of ad, 
ditive genetic variance and dominance variance could be ob­
tained from biparental progenies, assuming no epistasis, no 
linkage unless the distribution of genotypes with respect to 
linked loci was at equilibrium, and gene frequency of one-half 
for all segregating loci. The genotypic values of the geno­
types BB, Bb and bb were symbolized by u, au and -u, respec­
tively. It was noted that "a" serves as a measure of domi­
nance, being zero when dominance is absent and increasing in 
value as the genotype Bb deviates from the midpoint between 
the genotypes BB and bb. On the basis of previous assump­
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tions, these investigators showed that the square root of the 
ratio, a^ 2u^ 2/u^ 2$ represents the average degree of domi­
nance in which the individual a*s are weighted relative to 
the importance of the loci. That is, 
a2=ai2ui2+a22u22+ ... +ai2u^ 2+ ... +an2un2 
Ul2+U22+ . . . +U^ 2 ,. o  +Un2 
Comstock and Robinson showed that 
Gh* '/2- t "Ï , and I Ai i ^ « 
The average degree of dominance, a, was estimated with cer­
tain assumptions for experimental data by means of the square 
root of twice the dominance variance over the additive gene­
tic variance, i.e. a -  ^
Robinson et al. (55) worked with several open-pollinated 
varieties of corn in which a gene frequency of one-half could 
not be assumed. The ratio of dominance variance to additive 
genetic variance was observed as an indication of the impor­
tance of dominance relative to additive variance. 
Comstock and Robinson (8) and Robinson et. al. • (54) found 
it possible to obtain estimates of overdominance when, in 
reality, the individual genes have no more than partial do­
minance. This estimate was due to close linkage in the re­
pulsion phase. Therefore, it was suggested that epistatic 
effects will contribute to dominance variance and cause an 
upward bias to the average degree of dominance. 
Cockerham (6) presented a method to estimate covariance 
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between relatives of a random mating population when epista­
sis is present, assuming an arbitrary number of loci but 
having two alleles per locus. Cockerham (5) showed that 
linkage could affect the covariance between relatives in a 
random mating population, where one individual is not an an­
cestor of the other (e.g., half-sibs, full sibs), even though 
the genotypic frequencies of the population are in linkage 
equilibrium. The kind of bias is always positive, increasing 
in magnitude as the recombination frequency at a locus de­
creases and affecting only the epistatic components of the 
covariance. 
Powers (4l) applied five methods of analysis to data 
from tomato hybrids and parental populations. The methods 
used included the following s (a) analysis of means, (b) par­
titioning the variance into components, (c) dividing weight 
per fruit into component characters, (d) calculating the re­
lative percentages of variance accounted for by regression, 
and (e) partitioning the frequency distributions of segrega­
ting populations on the basis of certain genotypes. The re­
sults indicated that no single analytical method can provide 
all the information. The methods are supplemental to each 
other. Agreement of estimates among methods was good. There 
was dominance of genes conditioning all three characters stu­
died, number of locules, weight per locule, and weight per 
fruit. Epistasis of the effective factors conditioning weight 
per locule and weight per fruit was indicated. Some of the 
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effective factor pairs conditioning the latter two characters 
were acting in opposition to each other. 
The importance of genotypic-environmental interaction in 
the study of quantitative inheritance has been demonstrated. 
Robinson et. al. (55) estimated from the analysis of variance 
of biparental progenies interactions of additive genes and 
dominance effects with environment varied over years. The 
estimates of dominance variance appeared to have considerably 
greater sampling variance than estimates of additive genetic 
variance. Genotypic-environmental interactions also have 
been reported in yield trials conducted over several loca­
tions in several years by Sprague and Federer (58), and by 
Matzlnger (33)• The analysis of the results showed that the 
relative magnitude of additive genetic variance and dominance 
variance varied widely over individual experiments. 
Quantitative Inheritance in Tomatoes 
Earliness 
A minimum of growing time is an important commercial 
factor in all districts where market tomatoes are grown. Un­
til recently, little was known of the inheritance of earli­
ness. Investigators have been only partially successful due 
to the lack of a reliable criterion of earliness. This char­
acter is influenced by environmental factors, including wea­
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ther conditions and cultural practices. Two main criteria of 
earliness have been used. These are (a) a comparison with a 
standard variety, scoring the various growth phases as number 
of days earlier or later; or (b) a measure of number of days 
necessary to complete a certain phase of growth, such as days 
or degree days from transplanting to the first ripe fruit. 
The use of the standard criterion may permit comparisons with 
other regions or years. 
In recent investigations, the period of development from 
planting to the ripening of the first fruit has been parti­
tioned into the following components: the period from sowing 
or seed germination to anthesis or opening of first flower; 
and the period from anthesis to the first ripe fruit. In 
some studies the last period is split into the time from 
first flower to first fruit set, and the time from first 
fruit set to first ripe fruit. Powers and Lyon (52) recog­
nized this partitioning into three periods as "biologically 
sound", since periods of various lengths occur in different 
combinations in the evaluated lines, and since, with some ex­
ceptions, the lines studied ranked in the same order in each 
of three years. Powers et. al. (51) found low correlation co­
efficients in segregating material between the first and se­
cond periods and between the first and third periods. This 
low correlation was assumed to represent genetic independence. 
However, Griffing (15) revealed a very high genetic correla­
tion between the first period and the last two when treated 
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as a unit. Between the second and third period, on the other 
hand, significantly high correlations were reported by Powers 
et al, (51)• These correlations are attributed either to 
linkage or to pleiotropy. In the latter comparison, however, 
the following relationship is reported: "Whereas in the two 
parent lines a short second period is combined with a short 
third and a long second with a long third, both segregating 
and non-segregating populations show a negative correlation 
for these two periods," From the analysis of Powers et al. 
(51) at least eight genes appeared to be conditioning the 
three periods comprising maturity. It was postulated that 
each of the first two periods (period from seeding to first 
bloom and period from first bloom to first fruit set) is dif­
ferentiated by three major gene pairs. The third period (per­
iod from first fruit set to first fruit ripe) was felt to be 
differentiated by two major gene pairs. The results also 
showed complete phenotypic and genie dominance for the period 
from seeding to first bloom. With such intraallelic and in-
terallelic interactions, the effects of the genes for this 
character were not cumulative. Both phenotypic and genie 
dominance were complete for the period from first bloom to 
first fruit set and for the period from first fruit set to 
first fruit ripe. However, epistasis was not complete for 
the genes differentiating either of these periods. Conse­
quently , the lnterallelic interactions of these genes were 
such that the effects of the gene pairs were algebraically 
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cumulative. Intraallelic interactions were such that the ef­
fects were not cumulative. 
Burdick (2), in studying all possible hybrids of eight 
parental stocks, found that most of the hybrids were interme­
diate between their parents until after the first flower 
bloomed. These hybrids showed a shorter period between an­
thesis of the first and second inflorescence than expected 
from midparental values, although not as short as in the ear­
liest parent. In the ripening period from anthesis to first 
ripe fruit, most hybrids studied developed faster than the 
most rapidly maturing parent. These data indicated slight 
dominance of earliness in the whole period from germination 
to first ripe fruit. 
Fruit size 
In the earlier investigations of fruit size inheritance, 
the measurements of equatorial and polar diameters were used. 
The work of Groth (16, 1?, 18) showed that F% polar and equa­
torial diameters, and the derived areas and volumes, were clo­
ser to the geometric mean than they were to the arithmetic 
mean of the parental measurements. 
Most studies of the inheritance of fruit size have used 
individual fruit weight as the criterion of size. Griffing 
(14) demonstrated that the weight of individual fruits may 
vary on the same plant, most of the variance being between 
fruits within the same cluster. Therefore, the competition 
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between fruits for the available nutrient supply seems to be 
an important cause of variation. Other factors that affect 
the fruit size are pollination and seed production. Some 
workers have attempted to minimize these variables by discar­
ding atypical fruits. The fruit weight for the plant is then 
given as the average of all the other fruits, as the average 
of ten fruits, or as the weight of a typical fruit. However, 
all workers agree that the P^  fruit size of two extreme pa­
rents approaches the small-fruited parent. 
Lindstrom (28) observed that the P^  tomato plant ordin­
arily shows marked vegetative vigor of heterosis, but that 
the F-j_ fruits are characteristically smaller than the paren­
tal average, thus exhibiting no heterosis. This has been at­
tributed to the influence of the dominance of the. factors for 
small size, as indicated by skewness In the P2 generation. 
These observations led MacArthur and Butler (31) to pro­
pose a theory of the inheritance of fruit size based on geo­
metric growth processes. The inheritance was shown to be 
geometric in nature and not the simple additive type usually 
postulated. Charles and Smith (4) attempted to clarify some 
of the conflict between geometric Interpretation and additive 
interpretation of fruit size. Other statistical constants 
were noted which can be utilized to differentiate between 
these two types of inheritance. Statistical Investigations 
revealed that means of each generation would bear certain re­
lationships to one another under the two schemes. 
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Powers (48) contradicted, the formulas developed by-
Charles and Smith (4) and explained that these were appli­
cable only with no genie dominance and if the effects attri­
butable to the differences between contrasting alleles were 
of equal magnitude. Powers concluded that the genes are not 
strictly cumulative, that it is evident that the multiplica­
tive hypothesis is more realistic than the arithmetic one. 
Powers (43, 50) analyzed locule number as a component 
having a great effect on fruit weight. Parents were used 
that differed greatly for this character. In addition to 
locule number, Powers listed cell multiplication and cell ex­
pansion as separate growth stages. The analysis of locule 
number data showed that this character is complex and greatly 
influenced by the environment. Two major genes and numerous 
polygenes or modifiers were found to be involved. 
Many workers have investigated the effect of locule num­
ber on fruit weight. A correlation of 0.70 between locules 
and weight, with shape eliminated, was reported by Yeager 
(66). A small-fruited, many-loculed variety was synthesized, 
and it was found that the locules remained the same size. 
Therefore, the final fruit was larger than the two loculed, 
small-fruited variety. The work of Butler (3) indicated that 
locule size and locule number are independent in their segre­
gation. The relationship between numbers of locules per fruit 
and weight per locule was demonstrated by Powers (42, 49) to 
be such that larger numbers of locules can be recomblned with 
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greater weight per locule, giving an increase in fruit size. 
Powers et al. (51), "by a partitioning method of genetic 
analysis proposed that weight per fruit was differentiated by 
six major gene pairs. The number of locules per fruit appar­
ently involved three major gene pairs, and the other three 
pairs determined the weight per locule. This study showed 
partial genotypic and phenotypic dominance for genes differ­
entiating number of locules per fruit. The intraallelic and 
interallelic Interactions of these genes were such that the 
effects were algebraically cumulative within and between pairs 
of alleles. Genie dominance was partial for the genes 
(Lei Leg) tending to produce fewer locules per fruit. The 
results of this study showed heterosis for greater weight per 
locule. The data do not show whether genie dominance was in­
termediate or whether the genes affecting greater weight per 
locule exhibited a small degree of partial dominance. The 
intraallelic and interallelic interactions of the genes were 
such that the effects of the genes were algebraically cumu­
lative. 
Yield 
The partitioning method developed by Powers et al. (51) 
revealed that fifteen major gene pairs may determine the yield 
of ripe fruit. 
The inheritance of yield, in terms of genotypic and en­
vironmental factors, has been investigated by Griffing (14). 
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Six inbred lines and the fifteen F^  combinations were analyzed 
by constant parent regression. The relationships among the 
three variables - yield, fruit weight, and number of fruits 
per plant were investigated and found to be curvilinear on an 
arithmetic scale. When the data had been transformed to a 
logarithmic scale, Griffing found that linear regression gave 
a satisfactory fit for the joint distributions. Using con­
stant parent regression of yield components, the data showed 
a significant correlation of factors influencing yield. One 
set of genes apparently controls the relative balance between 
growth forces tending to increase the number of reproductive 
parts and those tending to increase the size of these parts. 
Griffing (14) concluded that "Selection for larger fruit size 
will generally result in fewer numbers of fruits per cluster, 
fewer clusters, and, therefore, fewer fruit per plant." These 
interrelationships were thought to be an explanation for the 
ineffective selection for this character. 
Powers (49) defined components and their contribution to 
total yield. Of the two primary components of yield, fruit 
number accounted for 85$ of the genetic variability in yield 
and 95# of the environmental variability for this character. 
Fruit size was fouzid to be responsible for the remainder of 
the variability. The contributions of locule number and mean 
weight of locule to the major component, weight of fruit, 
have already been discussed in the section on fruit size in­
heritance. The sub-components of fruit number are not as 
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clearly defined. However, Powers (49) investigated height of 
plants, spread of plants, and time elapsed in the intervals 
of seeding to first flower, first flowers to first fruit set, 
and first fruit set to first fruit ripe as factors contribu­
ting to fruit number. This investigation showed that the 
precise contributions of each of this group to total yield 
could not be estimated with data available. 
Correlation between characters 
Selection for one character will result in progress for 
all characters positively correlated with it, but in a re­
gress of those that are negatively correlated. These rela­
tions suggest the possibility of using correlated response to 
expedite a breeding program. A scheme of selection for more 
than one character at the same time can be considered, or a 
suitable selection index can be used to minimize the effect 
of negative correlations between characters. Powers (45) 
pointed out the severe limits that would be suffered by the 
selection method if the number of genes is large or if genes 
having plus and minus effects are linked, even at great cross­
over distances. 
Several workers have attempted to correlate the inheri­
tance of fruit size with certain qualitative characters, 
Lindstrom (27, 28) found a linkage between fruit size and 
skin color (y). When a plant with large clear-skinned fruit 
was crossed with one bearing small yellow-skinned type, it 
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appeared that the clear-skinned (y) segregates were often 
significantly larger than the y+ segregates. When the plants 
with large size and colored skin were crossed with small, 
clear-skinned plants, it was found that the y+ segregates 
were significantly larger in fruit size than the plants show­
ing clear skin (y). Lindstrom suggested that a major gene 
for fruit size was located on the same chromosome as the 
clear skin gene. While this type of analysis partially rules 
out pleiotropy of y, crossover types were not isolated from 
the segregating generations. In view of the complex behavior 
of size genes, particularly in the shift of dominance rela­
tions between alleles as a result of changes in the rest of 
the genotype, it is not surprising that crossovers were not 
detected. 
Poole (40), attempting to improve tomato ascorbic acid 
content, found that a negative correlation between ascorbic 
acid and fruit size arose from the initial coupling phase 
linkage introduced with the original cross. This program was 
undertaken to combine, by convergent improvement, high ascor­
bic acid content from one line with a line of commercial 
fruit size. The data showed that self-pollinated progeny 
from selections after the third convergence resulted in a de­
crease in mean ascorbic acid, but maintenance of good fruit 
size. Therefore, Poole concluded "Available evidence suggests 
that ascorbic acid enhancing genes are largely dominant and 
were still mostly heterozygous, but weight enhancing genes 
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are largely recessive and were practically homozygous.11 
Walkof (62) reported that time-of-ripening and fruit size 
were associated. Selection for extreme earliness appeared to 
be accompanied by reduced fruit size, and, conversely, selec­
tion for large fruit size delayed maturity. This situation 
is thought to be due to linkage between many of the genes 
which govern these characters. The data of most of the se­
lections tended to be positively correlated. However, one 
selection showed a negative correlation that approached sig­
nificance. This selection was suggested to be a crossover 
type plant. The small change in association of the two char­
acters that appeared from the data indicated tight linkage 
relations between genes for time-of-ripening and fruit size 
in the varieties crossed. 
Peirce (37)» and Peirce and Currence (38)  studied the 
heritability and efficiency of selecting three quantitative 
characters in a tomato cross. The genetic interrelationships 
among the three characteristics, yield, fruit size, and ear­
liness were computed as genetic correlation coefficients. 
Fruit Size Total Yield 
Earliness +.353** -»55&** 
Fruit Size +.11?** 
Peirce and Currence (38)  concluded that "under the conditions 
of this experiment, selections for yield theoretically should 
tend to Increase fruit size by a small amount and decrease 
degree days to maturity to some extent. In contrast, selea-
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tions for either earliness or fruit size would tend to ex­
clude the other from positive selection pressure." The re­
sults suggested that genetic improvement of the three char­
acters may be somewhat facilitated by emphasizing yield when 
making selections, although the correlations are low and may 
not be a serious limitation on selection. 
Khalf-Allah (25), and Khalf-Allah and Peirce (26) in 
their study on the comparison of the efficiency of different 
methods of selection for yield, fruit size and earliness in 
tomato, reported that the inter-relationships among the three 
characters affected the overall selection response. Selec­
tion for early flowering resulted in a reduction of both 
yield and fruit size. Selection for fruit size improved to­
tal yield, and selection for total yield resulted in stable 
or improved fruit size. Therefore, it was suggested that the 
selection pressure be applied in early generations to all 
characters simultaneously in an effort to reduce the effect 
of undesirable correlations. 
Recurrent Selection 
Mather (32) outlined three sets of conditions that de­
termine the response of a population to selection as: (a) 
types and strengths of selective forces, (b) action and in­
teraction in producing effects, and (c) amount, distribution, 
and system of genetic variability in population. The rela-
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tive importance of these factors may change significantly 
with different populations and environments. The fundamental 
concern of the breeder in handling any genetic population is 
whether it possesses sufficient genotypic variance to justify 
continued breeding and selection. One of the selection sys­
tems developed to maintain genetic variability within the pop­
ulation is recurrent selection. Since the method of handling 
genetic material in the study reported herein resembles re­
current selection, a review was deemed to be of value. 
Recurrent selection is a breeding procedure having some 
theoretical advantages over the standard system of continuous 
self-pollination. It has been proposed as a promising method 
for effecting stepwise changes in gene frequency within a 
population as opposed to the rapid approach to homozygosity, 
which limits selection, under the selfing system. The advan­
tages of recurrent selection arise from its effectiveness in 
increasing the frequency of the desirable alleles, thereby 
providing a population having a high frequency of superior 
plants. Hull (20) noted that "recurrent selection was meant 
to include reselection generation after generation, with in­
terbreeding of selects to provide for genetic recombination. 
Thus, selection among Isolates, Inbred lines, or clones is 
not recurrent until selects are interbred and a new cycle of 
selection is initiated." In this system, the ceiling perfor­
mance is set, not by the genotype of a single foundation 
plant, but by the most favorable combination of genes contain­
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ed in a group of foundation plants » Therefore, the chance of 
obtaining satisfactory individuals should be increased, com­
pared to selection within selfed or mildly inbred lines. Al­
so, since the rate of inbreeding can, with care, be kept at a 
low level, it should be possible to maintain high genetic 
variability and provide for effective selection over a longer 
period. 
Recurrent selection can be divided, for convenience, in­
to two typesî (a) phenotypic recurrent selection, and (b) 
genotypic recurrent selection. In phenotypic recurrent se­
lection, plants are selected on the basis of phenotype. The 
effective use of this type of selection is restricted to 
characters little affected by environment; that is, those 
with sufficiently high heritability that an accurate pheno­
typic evaluation of the character can be made visually or by 
simple tests. Genotypic recurrent selection includes all 
types of recurrent selection in which the basis of selection 
is the genetic worth of selected plants as evaluated in some 
type of test cross. If the tester used has a broad genetic 
base, variations in performance in a group of test crosses 
will be due primarily to differences in general combining a-
bility. Therefore, the program will be one of recurrent se­
lection for general combining ability. In contrast, if the 
tester used has a narrow genetic base (an inbred line or F^  
of two homozygous lines), variation In test cross performance 
would be ascribed to differences in specific combining abili­
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ty. Another type has been reported by Cornstook et al. (7) 
originally termed "recurrent reciprocal selection", but more 
recently referred to as reciprocal recurrent selection. This 
type involves the use of two heterozygous populations, each 
serving as a source material for selection and also as a tes­
ter for the other population. 
The effectiveness of simple (phenotypic) recurrent se­
lection in changing gene frequencies was presented by Sprague 
and Brimhall (57)» Mean oil content of corn was increased 
from 7*8 per cent to 10.5 per cent by two cycles of selection. 
In a companion program, beginning with the same plants from 
the original population and employing continuous selfing of 
selections within lines, the mean oil content was changed 
from 7*0 per cent to 7*5 per cent in five generations. The 
authors explained that equal numbers of pollinations, oil 
analysis, and the same amount of time were employed in both 
programs. Later, Sprague et al. (60) reported additional 
studies of the relative effectiveness of the two systems of 
selection for oil content in corn using genetically diverse 
material. The results showed recurrent selection to be more 
efficient by a factor ranging from 1.3 to 3.0, depending on 
the particular comparison used. Two cycles of recurrent se­
lection increased the mean oil content from 4.9 per cent to 
7.0 per cent, or an average of 0.4 per cent increase per year. 
In the other series, employing selfing with selection, the 
oil content increased from 5.0 per cent to 5.6 per cent, or 
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an average increase of 0.1 per cent per year. Considerable 
genetic variability remained in the recurrent selection ma­
terial at the end of the study, whereas the lines in the self­
ing series were approaching homozygosity. 
Jenkins et al. (23) studied the effectiveness of recur­
rent selection for obtaining resistance to Helminthosporlum 
turclcum in nine groups of progenies. Two generations of re­
current selection were found to be sufficient in most of the 
groups studied. 
A program similar to that described by Jenkins was re­
ported by Penny et al. (39), as an attempt to develop strains 
of corn resistant to the European corn borer (Pyransta nubl-
lalls. Hbn.) in Iowa. Both the Iowa data on com borer re­
sistance and Jenkins data on resistance to Helminthosporlum 
turclcum demonstrated that recurrent selection could be used 
effectively to increase the frequency of desirable plants in 
a heterozygous population. However, neither of these studies 
provided any direct comparison of the efficiency of this me­
thod relative to that of selfing and selection within segre­
gating lines. 
Experiments conducted to investigate the relative effi­
ciency and effectiveness of recurrent selection for general 
combining ability, of recurrent selection for specific com­
bining ability and of reciprocal recurrent selection have 
been reported by Jenkins (21, 22), Lonquist (29), McGill and 
Lonquist (34), Lonquist and McGill (30), Sprague and Miller 
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(59) » Sprague et al. (61), and. Cornstock et al» (7) . These 
studies show the superiority of recurrent selection over 
selfing, since selfing did not seem to allow adequate oppor­
tunity for selection. It was suggested that some less in­
tense form of inbreeding, as in sib-mating, might aid in the 
selection of the superior genotype from a given foundation 
population. In a selfing program, Allard (1) reasoned as 
follows. A single plant is selected in each generation to 
propagate the line. Thus, in every generation, a new limit 
is Imposed on the possibility for further improvement of the 
line because there is no possibility of regaining favorable 
genes lost by selecting a particular plant. If, on the other 
hand, milder inbreeding were to be practiced by using sib-
crosses, the propagation of a given line would be based on 
intercrosses of more than one individual. The ceiling in 
this instance would be the most desirable combination of 
genes possible from all genes present, not in just one indi­
vidual, but in a group of selected individuals. Therefore, 
the chance of random loss of favorable genes would be re­
duced. Also, the intercrossing within the line would allow 
greater chance of recombination between favorable genes. 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 
General Methods for Greenhouse and Field Planting 
Seeds were treated with Arasan and sown in the green­
house on approximately April 17 in peat pots. In 1961 and 
1962, a shredded soil mixture was used consisting of 4 parts 
loam, 2 parts peat, and 1 part sand. In 1963, a § peat -
à* perlite mix to which fertilizer had been added was used. 
Three to four seeds were placed in each pot and later thinned 
to a single plant. Plants were transplanted to the field lo­
cation during the week of May 15. The experimental locations 
had received an application of 10-20-10 fertilizer at a rate 
of 400 pounds per acre. Immediately after transplanting, the 
surface of the soil around each plant was treated with 5 per 
cent Dleldrin granular insecticide for cutworm control. The 
few plants that were injured or killed during the first week 
in the field were replaced. 
Plant material 
The material for this study was derived from the cross 
NeEp-3 x Early Chatham. The parent, NeEp-3, is genetically a 
determinate sun-dwarf, exhibiting shortened lntemodes when 
grown under high light intensity. This sun-dwarf mutant is 
conditioned by a single recessive gene (sd). However, some 
modifying factors may influence the degree of dwarfing. Early 
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Chatham is a determinate plant, small-fruited and early in 
comparison with NeEp-3. This variety was developed from a 
cross of Redskin and Victor, according to Graham (13)• 
In I960, 20 selections from the Fg of this cross were 
grown in a trial consisting of 8 replicates. Six selections 
from these F^  lines provided the basic parental material for 
this study. These 6 F^  plants were selected on the basis of 
statistical results in the F3 trial. Within each of 3 lines 
superior for yield, earliness of flowering, and fruit size, 
respectively, selections were made for 2 individual plants 
that excelled in the other traits as follows: 
1. large fruited plant in highest yielding line. 
2. earliest flowering plant in highest yielding line. 
3. largest fruited plant In earliest flowering line. 
4. highest yielding plant in earliest flowering line. 
5. earliest flowering plant in largest fruited line. 
6. highest yielding plant in largest fruited line. 
1961 field trial 
Greenhouse crosses In the greenhouse, a random sin­
gle plant of each of the 6 F^  selections was self-pollinated 
to produce the F^  and also was sib-crossed in combinations 
classified by the following groups. 
Group A: crosses within lines 
Aj: 1x2 largest fruited plant x earliest flower­
ing plant (within highest yielding line). 
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JU : 3 z 4 largest fruited plant x highest yielding 
plant (within earliest flowering line). 
AoS 5x6 earliest flowering plant x highest yiel­
ding plant (within largest fruited line). 
Group B: crosses between lines 
B^ s 1x3 largest fruited plant in highest yielding 
line x largest fruited plant in earliest 
flowering line. 
B 2  ï  2 x 5  e a r l i e s t  f l o w e r i n g  p l a n t  i n  h i g h e s t  y i e l ­
ding line x earliest flowering plant in 
largest fruited line. 
B o  s  6 x 4  h i g h e s t  y i e l d i n g  p l a n t  i n  l a r g e s t  f r u i t e d  
line x highest yielding plant in earliest 
flowering line. 
Group Cs reciprocally recurrent crosses 
C.: 1x6 largest fruited plant in highest yielding 
line x highest yielding plant in largest 
fruited line. 
Cg: 2x4 earliest flowering plant in highest yiel­
ding line x highest yielding plant in 
earliest flowering line. 
Co: 5 ï 3 earliest flowering plant in largest frui­
ted line x largest fruited plant in earli­
est flowering line. 
Field design The 1961 design was a randomized block 
consisting of 8 replicates of 18 plots each. The 18 entries 
(Table 1) included 9 sib-crosses, 6 F^  lines, and the varie­
ties, Fireball, Moreton Hybrid (F^ ), and Mocross Surprise 
(F^ ), as checks. Fireball and Moreton Hybrid were chosen as 
a guide for earliness; Moreton Hybrid and Mocross Surprise 
provided a check for superior fruit size and yield. Bach 
plot included 5 plants, of which 4 were used for measurement. 
Table 1. 1961 trial entries Including 6 
rietles 
Strain Sub-
No. Group Pedigree 
1 A1 (11-59-12) x (11-59-17) 
2 Ag (5-59-15) x (5-59-16) 
3 A3 (7-59-18) x (7-59-13) 
4 Bx (11-59-12) x (5-59-15) 
5 B2 (11-59-17) x (7-59-18) 
6 B3 (7-59-13) x (5-59-16) 
7 Cx (11-59-12) x (7-59-13) 
8 C2 (11-59-17) x (5-59-16) 
9 C~ (7-59-18) x (5-59-15) 
F^  selections, 9 crosses, and 3 check va-
Gharacteristies 
largest fruited plant in highest yiel­
ding line x earliest flowering plant in 
highest yielding line. 
largest fruited plant in earliest flo­
wering line x highest yielding plant in 
earliest flowering line. 
earliest flowering plant in largest 
fruited line x highest yielding plant 
in largest fruited line. M 
<0 
largest fruited plant In highest yiel­
ding line x largest fruited plant in 
earliest flowering line. 
earliest flowering plant in highest 
yielding line x earliest flowering 
plant in largest fruited line. 
highest yielding plant In earliest flo­
wering line x highest yielding plant In 
largest fruited line. 
largest fruited plant in highest yiel­
ding line x highest yielding plant In 
largest fruited line. 
earliest flowering plant in highest 
yielding line x highest yielding plant 
in earliest flowering line. 
earliest flowering plant in largest 
fruited line x largest fruited plant In 
Table 1 (Continued) 
Strain Sub-
No. Group Pedigree Characteristics 
earliest flowering line. 
10 P5 (11-59-12) ® largest fruited plant in highest yiel­J
(11-59-17) ® 
ding line. 
11 f5 earliest flowering plant in highest 
(5-59-15) ® 
yielding line. 
12 largest fruited plant in earliest flo­
(5-59-16) ® 
wering line. 
13 F5 highest yielding plant in earliest flo­
14 (7-59-I8) ® 
wering line. 
P5 earliest flowering plant in largest J fruited line. 
15 p5 (7-59-13) <D highest yielding plant in largest fruited line. 
16 Fireball Check 
17 Moreton Hybrid F, Check 
18 Mocross Surprise F% Check 
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Plants were spaced 3 feet apart in rows 6 feet apart in an 
attempt to avoid competition. The fifth plant in each plot 
was the variety Fireball. A row of Fireball plants was also 
planted around the trial to serve as guard. The entire trial 
required an experimental area of 10,368 square feet in a 
field location considered to be relatively uniform. An at­
tempt was made to reduce error through the use of square re­
plicates and long, narrow plots. 
1961 selection methods Within each of the sib-crossed 
progenies planted, selections were made for individual plants 
superior for the characteristics selected in the parents. 
Therefore, 2 individual plants were selected from the progeny 
of each cross as follows. 
Sub- Selection No. 
Group Cross and pedigree Characteristics selected for 
A x  1 x 2  ( 1  x  2 ) - l  
(1 x 2)-2 
largest fruited of highest 
yielding plants. 
earliest flowering of high­
est yielding plants. 
largest fruited of earliest 
flowering plants. 
highest yielding of earliest 
flowering plants. 
earliest flowering of lar­
gest fruited plants. 
highest yielding of largest 
fruited plants. 
A 2  3 X 4  ( 3  x 4)-l 
(3 x 4)-2 
A^  5x6 (5 x 6)-l 
(5 x 6)-2 
B -L 1 x 3  ( 1  X 3)-l 
(1 x 3)-2 
largest fruited of highest 
yielding plants. 
largest fruited of earliest 
flowering plants. 
B 2  2 x 5  ( 2  x  5 ) - l  
(2 x 5)-2 earliest flowering of lar­
gest fruited plants. 
earliest flowering of high­
est yielding plants. 
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B o  6 x 4  ( 6  x  4 ) - l  h i g h e s t  y i e l d i n g  o f  l a r g e s t  
fruited plants. 
(6 x 4)-2 highest yielding of earliest 
flowering plants. 
C ^  1 x 6  ( 1  x  6 ) - l  l a r g e s t  f r u i t e d  o f  h i g h e s t  
yielding plants. 
(1 x 6)-2 highest yielding of largest 
fruited plants. 
C 2  2 x 4  ( 2  x  4 ) - l  e a r l i e s t  f l o w e r i n g  o f  h i g h ­
est yielding plants. 
(2 x 4)—2 highest yielding of earliest 
flowering plants. 
C o  5 ^ 3  ( 5  x  3 ) - l  e a r l i e s t  f l o w e r i n g  o f  l a r ­
gest fruited plants. 
(5 x 3)-2 largest fruited of earliest 
flowering plants. 
Vegetative cuttings were taken from each selected plant and 
rooted in the greenhouse to maintain the genotype for further 
slb-matings. 
1962 field trial 
Greenhouse crosses The 2 plants selected and vegeta-
tively propagated from each of 9 crosses in the 1961 trial 
were self-pollinated and also sib-crossed. The 18 selfs and 
9 crosses obtained are shown In Table 2. One of the selec­
tions of sub-group C^ , (5 x 3)-2, was lost due to the failure 
of all cuttings to root In the greenhouse. This failure ap­
parently was due to tobacco mosalb virus. The other selected 
plant from this particular cross, (5 x 3)-l$ was superior 
both in earliness and fruit size. Therefore, pollination in 
the Cj sub-group represented selfing, rather than sib-mating. 
Field design The 1962 field design was a randomized 
Table 2. 1962 trial entries, including 18 self-fertilized selections and their 9 
sib-crosses, the 6 original F^  selections and 3 check varieties 
Strain Sub-
No. Group Pedigree Characteristics 
1 (1 x 2)-l ® largest fruited of highest yielding 
plants 
2 (1 x 2)-2 © earliest flowering of highest yielding 
plants 
3 (1 x 2)-l x (1 x 2)-2 largest fruited highest yielding plant x 
earliest flowering highest yielding plant 
4 Ag (3 x 4)-l <§> largest fruited of earliest flowering 
plants 
5 (3 x 4)-2 © highest yielding of earliest flowering 
plants 
6 (3 x 4)-l x (3 x 4)-2 largest fruited earliest flowering plant 
x highest yielding earliest flowering 
plant 
earliest flowering of largest fruited 
plants 
highest yielding of largest fruited 
plants 
earliest flowering largest fruited plant 
x highest yielding largest fruited plant 
largest fruited of highest yielding 
plants 
largest fruited of earliest flowering 
plants 
largest fruited highest yielding plant x 
7 A3 (5 x 6)-l 
8 (5 x 6)-2 
9 (5 x 6)-l x (5 x 6)-2 
10 B1 (1 X 3)-l © 
11 (1 X 3)-2 © 
12 (1 X 3)-l x (1 
Table 2 (Continued) 
Strain Sub-
No. group Pedigree 
13 
14 
15 
16 B3 
17 
18 
19 Ci 
20 
21 
(2 X 5) -1 
(2 X 5) -2 
(2 X 5) -1 
(6 X 4) -1 
(6 X 4) -2 
(6 X 4) -1 
(1 X 6) -1 
(1 X 6) -2 
(1 X 6) -1 
© 
x (2 x 5)-2 
x (6 x 4)—2 
x (1 x 6)-2 
22 
23 
C2 (2 x 4)-l <g) 
(2 x 4) —2 © 
Characteristics 
largest fruited earliest flowering plant 
earliest flowering of highest yielding 
plants 
earliest flowering of largest fruited 
plants 
earliest flowering highest yielding plant 
x earliest flowering largest fruited plant 
highest yielding of largest fruited plants 
highest yielding of earliest flowering 
plants 
highest yielding largest fruited plant x 
highest yielding earliest flowering plant 
largest fruited of highest yielding 
plants 
highest yielding of largest fruited plants 
largest fruited highest yielding plant x 
highest yielding largest fruited plant 
earliest flowering of highest yielding 
plants 
highest yielding of earliest flowering 
plants 
Table 2 (Continued) 
Strain Sub-
No. Group Pedigree 
24 (2 x 4)-l x (2 x 4)-2 
25 C3 (5 x 3)-l © 
26* (5 x 3)-l @ 
27 (5 x 3)-l ® 
28 P5 (11-59-12) ® 
29 F5 (11-59-17) ® 
30 F5 (5-59-15) <§) 
31 F5 (5-59-16) g> 
32 F5 (7-59-18) <D 
33 F5 (7-59-13) <8 
34 Fireball 
35 Moreton Hybrid 
Characteristics 
plants 
earliest flowering highest yielding plant 
x highest yielding earliest flowering 
plant 
earliest flowering of largest fruited 
plants 
earliest flowering of largest fruited 
plants 
earliest flowering of largest fruited 
plant 
largest fruited plant in highest yielding 
line 
earliest flowering plant in highest yiel­
ding line 
largest fruited plant in earliest flo­
wering line 
highest yielding plant in earliest flo­
wering line 
earliest flowering plant in largest 
fruited line 
highest yielding plant in largest fruited 
line 
check 
check 
Table 2 (Continued) 
Strain Sub-
No.* Group Pedigree Characteristics 
36 Mocross Surprise check 
*Strain 26, (5 x 3)-2, lost as a result of virus. 
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block Including 8 replicates with 36 plots each. Each re­
plicate contained a 4-plant plot of each of the 9 crosses, 
the progenies of 18 selections, the 6 original selections, 
and the 3 check varieties used in 1961. A Fireball guard 
plant was placed between each plot as in 1961. The entire 
trial required an experimental area of 20,736 square feet. 
The plants were transferred to the field location in May, and 
approximately 6 plants were replaced. Table 2 lists the ma­
terial for the 1962 experiment. 
1962 selection methods Within each of 9 crosses, 2 
plants were selected in a manner identical to that of 1961. 
The criterion for selection was the superiority of the indi­
vidual plant in the characteristics involved in its parents. 
Because virus diseases had been troublesome in 1961, cuttings 
were taken early in the season. Since the data were not com­
plete enough for selection, cuttings were taken from all sib-
crossed progenies and rooted in the greenhouse. Cuttings 
were taken from all other plants to eliminate a source of 
bias. The 18 selections were made at the end of the season 
from clones established in the greenhouse. The criterion of 
selection for earllness was modified because of the lack of 
correlation existing between the date of early flowering and 
the measured early yield (Khalf-Allah and Peirce, 1963)• 
Earllness in 1962 was selected by weight. 
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1963 field trial 
Greenhouse crosses The 2 plants selected from 9 
crosses were sib-crossed to produce 9 similar crosses. At 
the same time the 18 selections were self-pollinated. The 
crosses and selfs are listed in Table 3® 
Field design A randomized block design, identical to 
that of 1962, included 8 replicates of 36 plots each. The 36 
strains included 9 greenhouse crosses, 18 self-pollinated se­
lections, the 6 original F^  selections, and 3 checks. As in 
1961 and 1962, each plot included 5 plants of which 4 were 
used for measurement. Plants were spaced J: feet apart in 
rows 5 feet apart. The experimental area required for this 
trial was somewhat less than in 1962 due to the reduced row 
spacing. Seed was sown In the greenhouse in April, and the 
plants were transferred to the field location in May. None 
of the plants were replaced. The material of the 1963 trial 
appears in Table 3. 
Plant notes 
In all years, yield was recorded In pounds per plant as 
the total weight of ripe fruit. Harvesting generally began 
in July and was continued up to the first or second week of 
September. At the final harvest, the weight of mature green 
fruit was included as total yield. Earllness was measured by 
two criteria in the first year. The date on which each plant 
Table 3* 19&3 trial entries, including 18 self-fertilized selections and their 9 
sib-crosses, the 6 original selections and 3 check varieties 
rain Sub-
No. Group Pedigree 
1 At plx2)-l x (lx2)-2]-l ® 
2 j(lx2)-l x ( 1x2)-2J-2 (£) 
3 [(lx2)-l x (lx2)-2j-l x 
C(lx2)-1 x (lx2)-2}-2 
4 A2 ((3x4)-l x (3x4)-2]-l (5) 
5 [(3x4)-l x (3x4)-2J-2 3D 
6 ((3x4)-l x (3x4)-2j-l x 
Ç(3x4)-1 x (3x4)-2J-2 
7 A3 ((5x6)-l x (5x6)-2]-l ^  
8 |(5x6)-l x (5x6 )-2j-2 @ 
9 f(5x6)-l x (5x6)-2J-l x 
[(5x6)-l x (5x6)-2]-2 
10 Bj 6lx3)-l x (lx3)-2]-l ® 
11 [(lx3)-l x (lx3)-2j-2 @ 
Characteristics 
largest fruited of highest yielding 
plants 
earliest yielding of highest yielding 
plants 
largest fruited highest yielding plant 
x earliest yielding highest yielding 
plant. 
largest fruited of earliest yielding 
plants 
highest yielding of earliest yielding 
plants 
largest fruited earliest yielding plant 
x highest yielding earliest yielding 
plant. 
earliest yielding of largest fruited 
plants 
highest yielding of largest fruited 
plants 
earliest yielding largest fruited plant 
x highest yielding largest fruited 
plant. 
largest fruited of highest yielding 
plants 
largest fruited of earliest yielding 
Table 3 (Continued) 
Strain Sub-
No. Group Pedigree 
12 Ïlx3)-1 x (1x3)-23-1 x 
[(lx3)-l x (1x3)-23-2 
13 B2  [(2x5)-1 x (2x5)-2^-1 CD 
14 f(2x5)-l x (2x5)-2]-2 (x) 
15 [(2x5)-1 x (2x5)-2 -l] x 
[(2x5)-l x (2x5) -2] -2 
16 [(6x4)-1 x (ox4)-23~l ® 
17 [(6x4)-1 x (6x4)-2]-2 0 
18 Ï(6x4)-1 x (6x4)-%3-l x 
[(6x4)-1 x (6x4)-2]-2 
19 01 [(1x6)-L x (1X6)-2]-1 ® 
20 [(Ix6)-1 x (lx6)-2]-2 ® 
21 Glx6)-1 x (1X6)-2 J-l 3: 
%lx6)-l x (1x6)-2 -2 
Characteristics 
plants 
largest fruited highest yielding plant 
x largest fruited earliest yielding 
plant. 
earliest yielding of highest yielding 
plants 
earliest yielding of largest fruited 
plants 
earliest yielding highest yielding 
plant x earliest yielding largest 
fruited plant. 
highest yielding of largest fruited 
plants 
highest yielding of earliest yielding 
plants 
highest yielding largest fruited plant 
x highest yielding earliest yielding 
plant. 
largest fruited of highest yielding 
plants 
highest yielding of largest fruited 
plants 
largest fruited highest yielding plant 
x highest yielding largest fruited 
Table 3 (Continued) 
Strain Sub-
No . Group Pedigree 
22 
23 
24 
|(2x4)-l x (2x4)-2l-l <3) 
J(2X4)-1 x (2x4)-2]-2 £D 
[(2x4)-1 x (2x4)-2]-l x 
[(2x4)-! x (2x4)-2]-2 
25 
26 
2? 
[(5x3)-l x (5x3)-2]-l ® 
5^x3)-l x (5x3)-2^ -2 © 
B5X3)-1 x (5x3)-23-1 x 
[(5x3)-l x (5x3)-2] -2 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
p5 
p5 
p5 
(11-59-12) ® 
(11-59-17) <8 
(5-59-15) ® 
(5-59-16) $ 
(7-59-18) © 
Characteristics 
plant. 
earliest yielding of highest yielding 
plants 
highest yielding of earliest yielding 
plants 
earliest yielding highest yielding 
plant x highest yielding earliest 
yielding plant. 
earliest yielding of largest fruited 
plants 
largest fruited of earliest yielding 
plants 
earliest yielding largest fruited plant 
x largest fruited earliest yielding 
plant• 
largest fruited plant in highest yiel­
ding line 
earliest flowering plant in highest 
yielding line 
largest fruited plant in earliest flo­
wering line 
highest yielding plant in earliest flo­
wering line 
earliest flowering plant In largest 
fruited line 
Table 3 (Continued) 
Strain Sub-
No . Group Pedigree Characteristics 
33 F, (7-59-13) ® highest yielding plant in largest 
fruited line 
34 
36 
Fireball 
Moreton Hybrid F^  
Mocross Surprise F% 
check 
check 
check 
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produced its first cluster of at least 3 open flowers was re­
corded. This criterion was used for selection only in the 
first year since it appeared from the study of Khalf-Allah 
and Peirce (26) that the flowering date is not a good indica­
tion of earllness. The other criterion, the weight of ripe 
fruit for each plant up to and including the date on which 
each plant produced at least 1 ripe fruit, was taken and ana­
lyzed for the 3 years. This latter criterion was considered 
superior in evaluating earllness and, therefore, was used for 
selection in 1962. Fruit size was computed as the total 
weight per plant divided by the number of harvested fruit per 
plant. 
Statistical analysis 
1961 data The general analysis of variance employed 
for each character was as follows: 
The 17 degrees of freedom for entries were partitioned into 
components, and each component was further partitioned into 
single degrees of freedom for the orthogonal comparisons. 
The components are shown in Table 4. 
Source of variation Degrees of freedom 
Replicates 
Entries 
Error 
Total 
17 
119 
143 
7 
Table 4, Components of variation and their single degrees of freedom employed In 
the analysis of variance of 1961 data 
Source of variation Degrees of freedom 
Replicates 7 
Entries 17 r 
a. Crosses [8J 
(1) Group C vs. Groups A and B 
(2) Group A vs. Group B 
(3) Within Group As comparison of the cross within 
the line selected for a given character with 
the other two crosses. vs. A2 & Ao)* 
(4) Within Group A: comparison between the two 
crosses within the other two lines. (A2 vs. A3)* 
(5) Within Group B: comparison of the cross having 
a given character in both parents with the other 
two crosses. (B3 vs. B^  & B2)* 
(6) Within Group B: comparison between the other 
two crosses not having the character in both pa­
rents. (Bi vs. Bg)* 
(7) Within Group C: comparison of the cross not ha­
ving a given character in both parents with the 
other two crosses. (Co vs. Ci & C2)* 
(8) Within Group Ci comparison of the other two 
crosses having the given character in the pa­
rents (C% vs. C2)* 
b. F5»S [5] 
(9) Comparison of the line selected for a given 
character with the other two lines 
C^omparisons starred with an asterisk are examples for the analysis of total 
yield. 
Table 4 (Continued) 
Source of variation Degrees of freedom 
(10) Comparison between the two lines not selected 
for the given character. (1) 
(11) Within highest yielding line, comparison between 
the two selections. (1) 
(12) Within earliest flowering line, comparison be­
tween the two selections. (1) 
(13) Within largest fruited line, comparison between 
the two selections. (l) 
c. Checks [2] 
d. Comparisons between the previous 3 components 2^^  
(16) checks vs. others (1) 
(17) P5's vs. crosses (l) 
Error 119 
Total 153 
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1962 and 1963 data 
The analysis of variance employed for each character 
in 1962 and 1963 was as follows ; 
Source of variation Degrees of freedom 
Replicates 7 
Entries 35 
Error 245 
Total 287 
The 35 degrees of freedom of the entries were then separated 
into components and each component to single degrees of free­
dom for orthogonal comparisons. These components are listed 
in Table 5* 
Table 5» Components of variation and their single degrees of freedom employed in 
the analysis of variance of 1962 and 1963 data 
Source of variation Degrees of freedom 
Replicates 7 
Entries 35 f , 
a. Selections and crosses [26J 
(1) Group C vs. Groups A & B (1 
(2) Group A vs. Group B (1 
(3) Within Group A: comparison of the material ori­
ginated from the cross within the line selected 
for a given character with the materials origi­
nated from the crosses within the other two 
lines. (Ai vs. Ag & A3)* 
(4) Within Group A: comparison between the materi­
als originated from the two lines not selected 
for the given character. (Ag vs. A3)* 
(5) Within Group B: comparison of material origina­
ted from the cross having a given character in 
both parents with material originated from the 
other two crosses. (B3 vs. Bj & Bg)* 
(6) Within Group B: comparison between materials 
originated from the two crosses not having the 
character in both parents. (B^  vs. Bg)* 
(7) Within Group C: comparison of the material ori­
ginated from the cross not having a given charac­
ter in both parents with the materials originated 
from the other two crosses. (C3 vs. C^  & Cg)* 
(8) Within Group Ci comparison between the materials 
originated from the other two crosses having the 
character in the parents. (C^  vs. Cg )* 
*Comparisons starred with an asterisk are examples for the analysis of total 
yield. 
Table 5 (Continued) 
Source of variation Degrees of freedom 
(9) Within A^  
two selfed 
(10) Within Ai 
lections. 
(11) Within A2 
two selfed 
(12) Within A2 
lections. 
(13) Within A3 
two selfed 
(14) Within A3 
lections. 
(15) Within Bi 
two selfed 
(16) Within Bi 
lections. 
(17) Within B2 
two selfed 
(18) Within B2 
lections. 
(19) Within B3 
two selfed 
(20) Within B3 
lections. 
(21) Within Ci 
two selfed 
(22) Within Ci 
lections. 
(23) Within C2 
two selfed 
(24) Within C2 
lections. 
comparison 
selections. 
comparison 
comparison 
selections, 
comparison 
comparison 
selections. 
comparison 
comparlson 
selections, 
comparison 
compari son 
selections. 
comparison 
comparison 
selections, 
comparison 
comparison 
selections. 
comparison 
comparison 
selections. 
comparison 
of the sib-cross with the 
between the two selfed se-
of the sib-cross with the 
between the two selfed se-
of the sib-cross with the 
between the two selfed se-
of the sib-cross with the 
between the two selfed se-
of the sib-cross with the 
between the two selfed se-
of the sib-cross with the 
between the two selfed se-
of the sib-cross with the 
between the two selfed se-
of the sib-cross with the 
between the two selfed se-
Table 5 (Continued) 
Source of variation Degrees of freedom 
(25) Within Cos comparison of the sib-cross with the 
two selfed selections. (1) 
(26) Within C3Î comparison between the two selfed se­
lections. (1) 
b. Fs's [5] 
(27) Comparison of the line selected for a given char­
acter with the other two lines. (1) 
(28) Comparison between the two lines not selected for 
the given character. (1) 
(29) Within highest yielding line, comparison be­
tween the two selections. (1) 
(30) Within earliest line, comparison between the two 
selections. (1) 
(31) Within largest fruited line, comparison between 
the two selections. (1) 
c. Checks [2] 
d. Comparisons between the 3 previous components [2] 
(34) Checks vs. others (1) 
(35) Fy's vs. crosses and selections (1) 
Error 245 
Total 287 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The environmental conditions in each year of this study 
affected the general level of plant response. The 1962 grow­
ing season was relatively dry, and this lack of moisture re­
sulted in generally poor performance, For example, the total 
yield of Fireball in 1962 was 9*28 tons per acre in compari­
son with 19.42 and 15=64 tons per acre in 1961 and 19&3, re­
spectively. The early yield of this same variety was 5*91 
tons per acre compared with 12.98 tons per acre in 1961 and 
12.89 tons per acre in 19&3. The fruit size of the variety 
Fireball was slightly better in 1962 than in 1963. Therefore, 
results have been interpreted relative to the performance of 
the checks and Ftj lines to avoid misleading conclusions. 
Fruit Size 
1961 results 
The analysis of variance for fruit size is presented in 
Table 6. The test for significance of the means is found in 
Table 7• The significance among entries appears to be due to 
the differences between crosses within groups A and B, dif­
ferences among the F^  lines, and differences among the checks. 
The three sib-mating systems did not produce progenies dif­
fering in average fruit weight either from one group to ano-
Table 6. Analysis of variance of 1961 average fruit size in pounds per fruit 
Source of variation Degrees of Mean 
freedom square 
Replicates 
Entries 
a. Crosses 
1. Group C vs 
2.  
7 
17 
b. 
groups A & B 
c. 
d. 
Error 
Total 
Group A vs. group B 
3. Within group A 
4. Within group A 
5. Within group B 
6. Within group B 
7. Within group C 
8. Within group C 
Pc's group 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
A3 vs. Al & A2 
Al vs. &2 
Bl vs. Bp & Bo 
B2 vs. b3 
02 vs. Ci & Co 
Cl vs. C3 
vs. 10, 11, 12 
vs. 12 & 13 
Strain 10 vs. 11 
Strain 12 vs. 13 
Strain 14 vs. 15 
Checks 
Comparisons between a, 
16. Checks vs. others 
17• F^ 's vs. crosses 
13 
b and c 
[8] 
[5]  
61 
119 
143 
0.07055** 
0.04605** 
(1) 0.00284** 
(1 0.00300 
(l) 0.02950* 
0.14822** 
0.00060 
1 0,01960 
(1) 0.01156 
(1) O.15307** 
0.14602** 
(1) 0.06150** 
(1) 0.29645** 
(1) 0.06187** 
(1) 0.30387** 
(1) 0.00640 
0.23735** 
(1) 0.42000** 
(1) 0.00100 
0.00701 
S^ignificant at 5% level. 
S^ignificant at 1% level. 
Table 7. Mean fruit size of progenies of 9 sib-matings, of 6 P^  selections, and of 
3 check varieties grown in 1961 
Selection criterion of parents Mean fruit Significance* 
Sub-group Line Plant size within between 
lbs/fruit groups groups 
Ai yield size, earliness .327 a 
a2 earliness size, yield .231 c A3 size earliness, .316 b 
yield 
Mean of group A .291 b 
B1 yield, earli­ size .280 b 
ness 
B2 yield, size earliness .303 a 
b3 size, earli­ yield .268 c 
ness 
Mean of group B .284 b c 
C1 yield, size size, yield  ^ .338 a C2 yield, earli­ earliness, .265 b 
ness yield 
.240 C3 size, earli­ earliness, size c 
ness 
Mean of group G .281 c 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
Table 7 (Continued) 
Selection criterion of parents Mean fruit Significance* 
Sub-group Line Plant size wi thin between 
lbs/fruit groups groups 
! Mean of F^ 's 
yield 
yield 
earliness 
earliness 
size 
size 
size 
earliness 
size 
yield 
earliness 
yield 
.354 
.292 
.158 
.296 
.303 
.323 
.289 
a 
d 
e 
c d 
c 
b 
b c 
Fireball 
Moreton Hybrid 
Mocross Surprise 
Mean of checks 
.259 
.405 
.412 
.359 a 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
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ther or from the performance of the P^  lines. 
Group A: crosses within lines The cross between 
plants selected for size and earliness within the highest 
yielding line (A^ ) produced the largest fruit size as shown 
in Table ?• The sib-mating between selections for earliness 
and yield within the largest fruited line (A3) did not pro­
duce superior fruit size within group A, The cross involving 
plants selected for size and yield within the earliest flower­
ing line (Ag) produced substantially lower mean fruit weight 
than the other two crosses. These results reflect the effects 
of interrelationships among the characteristics. A negative 
correlation between early flowering and fruit size would tend 
to reduce the selection effectiveness. This effect on fruit 
size would depend on the degree of selection pressure for 
early flowering. Therefore, the cross between the two se­
lections within the earliest flowering line was ineffective 
in Improving fruit size, since both the parents were primarily 
selected for early date of first flower. 
Group B: crosses between lines Superior fruit size 
was obtained from a sib-cross of two plants selected for 
early flowering. One plant was from the highest yielding 
line and the other from largest fruited line. The two parents 
did not involve primary selection for earliness, but were se­
lected primarily for yield and size of fruit. Each of the 
other two crosses (B% & 83) involved one parent selected 
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first by early flowering date. The sib-mating in which the 
parents were selected as single plants for large fruit size 
(B%) resulted in progeny fruit size exceeding that derived 
from the mating of plants selected for high yield (B3). How­
ever, Table 6 shows these differences to be non-significant 
as measured statistically. 
Group Ct reciprocally recurrent crosses A fruit size 
difference in group C was found (Table 6) in a comparison of 
C-L and C3. The reciprocally recurrent cross, C±, involving 
parents selected for large fruit size and high yield, resul­
ted in the largest fruit size mean. This cross was not only 
superior to the other crosses within this group, but also to 
all other crosses within other groups (Table 7). This su­
periority may reflect desirable interrelationships of charac­
teristics involved in both parents. Furthermore, neither pa­
rent involved any selection for earliness, and a negative 
correlation of size and maturity would not be encountered. 
Although the parents of the cross, Cj, involved some selec­
tion for fruit size, it did not appear to be superior to the 
other cross (Cg). This lack of difference is believed to be 
the result of selection pressure for earliness, also involved 
in this sub-group, which would tend to depress fruit size. 
F^  group The F^  of the line selected for large fruit 
size produced a significantly improved average weight per 
fruit as compared with the average fruit size of the other 
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two lines as a group. However, the largest mean size among 
the F15 lines was found, to be the progeny of the highest 
yielding selection. These results and the comparisons of 
selections within lines follow the trend expected on the ba­
sis of the genetic correlations reported by Peirce and Cur-
rence (38). 
1962 results 
The variance analysis of 1962 average fruit size is lis­
ted in Table 8. Duncan's multiple range test for these data 
is presented in Table 9= Significance among entries was at­
tributed to the differences among sub-groups within the three 
groups - A, B, and C, to differences among the F5 lines, and 
to differences among the checks. Groups A, B, and C responded 
similarly to selection. The comparison of the mean of the 
combined groups with that of the F^  strains showed a signifi­
cant difference in favor of the crosses and selections„ How­
ever, when the means of the individual strains were compared 
using Duncan's multiple range test, the differences were mi­
nor. This minor response may be the result of the unfavorable 
environmental conditions of 1962. In the analysis of vari­
ance of 1962 data, the error term was a high value which 
tended to increase the least significant range between the 
strains tested. 
Table 8. Analysis of variance of 1962 and 1963 average fruit size in pounds per 
fruit 
Degrees of Mean square 
Source of variation freedom 1962 1963 
Replicates 
Entries 
7 
35 
Selections and crosses 
1. Group C vs. groups A & B 
2. Group A vs. group B 
3. Within group As A3 vs. 
4. Within group As Ai vs. 
5. Within group Bs Bi vs. 
6. Within group Bs Bg vs. 
7. Within group G s Cg es. 
8. Within group Cs Cj vs. 
9. Within sub-group A3.s 
• strain 3 vs. 1 & 2 
10. Within sub-group A^ s 
strain 1 vs. 2 
11. Within sub-group Ag s 
strain 6 vs. 4 & 5 
12. Within sub-group Ag s 
strain 4 vs. 5 
13. Within sub-group A3 s 
strain 9 vs. 7 & 8 
14. Within sub-group A3 s 
strain 7 vs. 8 
[26] 
A% & Ag 
a2 
Bg & B*5 
b3 
Cl & C3 
c3 
til 
ill 
.03232** 
.01673** 
.00876 
.02547 
.05901** 
.00169 
.16776** 
.01035 
.07268** 
.00814 
.05630** 
.04265** 
.03067** 
.04410** 
.00375 
.30162** 
.16912** 
.06343** 
.11616** 
.07921** 
(1) .00003 ,00270 
(1) .01533 .01440* 
(1) .00158 .00005 
(1) .00114 .00422 
(1) .00035 .00358 
(1) .01051 .01856** 
S^ignificant at 5% level, 
S^ignificant at 1$ level, 
Table 8 (Continued) 
Source of variation 
15* Within sub-group B^ : 
strain 12 vs. 10 & 11 
16. Within sub-group Bi: 
strain 10 vs. 11 
17. Within sub-group Bg: 
strain 15 vs. 13 & 14 
18. Within sub-group Bg: 
strain 13 vs. 14 
19* Within sub-group Bo: 
strain 18 vs. 16 & 17 
20. Within sub-group Bo: 
strain 16 vs. 17 
21. Within sub-group 0%: 
strain 21 vs. 19 & 20 
22. Within sub-group Ci : 
strain 19 vs. 20 
23. Within sub-group Cg: 
strain 24 vs. 22 & 23 
24. Within sub-group Cg: 
strain 22 vs. 23 
25. Within sub-group C3: 
strain 27 vs. 25 & 26 
26. Within sub-group C3: 
strain 25 vs. 26 
•«•Significant at 5% level. 
S^ignificant at 1% level. 
Degree of 
freedom 
Mean square 
Ï9S2 Ï9S3 
.00141 
.00141 
.00038 
.00026 
.00120 
.00090 
.00827 
.00250 
.00359 
.00375 
.00013 
.00090 
.00935* 
.20702** 
.00490 
.00056 
.01576** VX VO 
.00525 
.01080* 
.00160 
.00125 
.00056 
.00022 
.00006 
Table 8 (Continued) 
Source of variation 
Degree of 
freedom 
Mean square 
19%2 1963" 
d. 
Ff': 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
group 
Strains 32 & 33 vs. 
Strains 28 & 29 vs. 
Strain 28 vs. 29 
Strain 30 vs. 31 
Strain 32 vs. 33 
28, 29, 30 & 31 
30 & 31 
M 
Checks 
Comparisons between a, b, and c 
34. Checks vs. others 
35» Fj)'s vs. selections and crosses 
[2] 
Error 
Total 
245 
286 
1) 
i) 
ïi 
m 
.01998* 
.04043* 
.00090 
.02560 
.01266 
.02031 
.18940** 
.05036** 
.00872 
.02399** 
.00010 
.05951** 
.03610** 
.02402** 
.00010 
,19205** .27098** 
.04785** 
.15194** 
.00221 
S^ignificant at 5% level. 
**Signifleant at 1% level. 
Table 9. Mean fruit size of progenies of 18 self-fertilized selections and of their 
9 sib-matings, of 6 F5 selections, and of 3 check varieties grown in 1962 
Significance* 
Sub-group Selection criterion 
of parents 
Mean fruit 
size 
Within 
sub­
Between 
sub­
Between 
groups 
Line Plant lbs/fruit groups groups 
A1 
Mean of A1 
yield 
yield 
yield 
size 
earliness 
size, ear­
liness 
.273 
.242 
.258 
.258 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a2 
Mean of A2 
earliness 
earliness 
earliness 
size 
yield 
size, yield 
:i U 
.2 57 
.251 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a3 
Mean of 
Mean of 
a3 group 
size 
size 
size 
A 
earliness 
yield 
earliness, 
yield 
.271 
.296 
.287 
.285 
.264 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
B-L yield size .310 a 
earliness size .319 a 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan*s multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
Table 9 (Continued) 
Sub-group 
Significance* 
Selection criterion Mean fruit Within Between Between 
of parents size sub­ sub- groups 
Line Plant lbs/fruit groups groups 
yield, size .307 a 
earliness 
.312 a 
yield earliness .268 a 
size earliness .272 a 
yield, size earliness .265 a 
.268 a 
size yield • 255 a 
earliness yield .247 a 
size, yield .258 a 
earliness 
.253 a 
B .278 a 
yield size .283 a 
size yield .295 a 
yield, size size, yield .269 a 
.282 a 
Mean of B1 
B2 
Mean of B2 
B3 
Mean of Bq 
Mean of C^  
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at ,05 level. 
Table 9 (Continued) 
Significance* 
Sub-group Selection criterion Mean fruit Within Between Between 
of parents size sub- sub- groups 
Line Plant lbs/fruit groups groups 
c2 yield earliness .245 a 
earliness yield .230 a 
yield, earliness, .251 a 
earliness yield 
Mean of c2 .242 a 
Co size earliness .268 a j 
size earliness .272 a 
size earliness .268 a 
Mean of c3 .279 a Mean of group C .268 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
Fireball .230 b 
Fc yield size .263 
F< yield earliness .223 
Fc earliness size .224 
F «5 earliness yield .252 
F< size earliness .254 
Fg size yield .289 
Mean of F^ 's .251 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
Table 9 (Continued) 
Sub-group Selection criterion 
of parents 
Line Plant 
Mean fruit 
size 
lbs/fruit 
Significance* 
Within Between Between 
sub- sub- groups 
groups groups 
Moreton Hybrid ,323 a b 
Mocross Surprise .383 a 
Mean of Checks ,312 a 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
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Group A: crosses within lines Although a statisti­
cal difference could not be demonstrated, the sub-group, A3, 
originating from the mating of sister selections within the 
largest fruited line, produced a mean fruit size larger than 
that of either of the sub-groups, A^  and Ag (Table 9)• A 
comparison of A3 with combined A^  and Ag data did reveal sig­
nificance in favor of A3. No difference was observed between 
Ai and Ag. However, sub-group Ag tended to have lower aver­
age size than did sub-group A^ , Sub-group Ag included the 
self-pollination and sib-crossing of two plants both selected 
mainly for early flowering and secondarily for high yield and 
large fruit size, respectively. Sub-group A% did not show 
the improved fruit size notlbed in 1961 data. 
Within each of the three sub-groups, the progeny means 
of the two selfed selections did not differ significantly 
from each other or from the fruit size of the cross. There 
was a tendency, however, for the highest fruit weight to oc­
cur in progenies not reflecting selection for earliness. 
Group B: crosses between lines The mean size of 
sub-group Bj exceeded that of combined sub-groups B2 and B3. 
No significant difference was noted among individual sub­
groups Bj, Bg, and B3, however (Table 9)• Sub-group B% ori­
ginated from two plants selected for large fruit size within 
the highest yielding and earliest flowering lines, respec­
tively. Sub-group Bg was developed from two plants selected 
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for early flowering within the highest yielding and largest 
fruited lines, respectively. The Bg progeny mean was larger 
than that of Bj9 in which primary selection had been for ear­
liness and fruit size as indicated in Table 9» 
Within each of the three sub-groups, the progeny means 
of the two selfed selections did not differ significantly 
from each other or from that of the respective cross. With 
the exception of sub-group B%, these means agreed with the 
trends expected on the basis of previously reported correla­
tions among characters. In B%, the progeny of the plant se­
lected for large fruit size from the highest yielding line 
showed a lower mean than did the progeny of the plant selec­
ted for large fruit size from early flowering material. Al­
though the numbers are small for critical analysis, this re­
sult may suggest a possible breaking of the undesirable link­
age between earliness and fruit size. A recombinant genotype 
may have been recovered. 
Group C: reciprocally recurrent crosses The compar­
ison of the mean of sub-group Cg with that of combined C^  and 
Cj showed significance. Sub-group Cg, which contains self-
fertilized progenies and a sib-crossed progeny of two plants 
selected for characteristics other than fruit size, resulted 
in significantly reduced average weight per fruit (Table 8 
and. Table 9)• The other two sub-groups did not differ sig­
nificantly, although sub-group Cj showed somewhat larger 
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fruit size than did sub-group C^ . 
Within each of the sub-groups, 0% and Cg, the progenies 
of selections did not differ from each other or from the sib-
cross. However, these selections performed, relative to each 
other, as would be expected. Within C^ , the plant selected 
primarily for large fruit size was found to have a progeny 
mean exceeding that of the plant selected mainly for high 
yield. Within sub-group Cg, the two plants originally were 
selected for earliness and high yield. The plant selected 
primarily for early flowering produced the low progeny mean 
for fruit size. Such a comparison between selections was not 
valid within Cj, since this sub-group was developed by self-
ing only one plant as shown in Table 2. 
F^  group Except for some interactions of genotype 
with year, the F5 lines showed similar fruit size responses, 
relative to one another, as noted in 1961. The differences 
observed between 1961 and 1962 were minor and probably repre­
sented sampling error. 
1963 results 
The variance analysis of 1963 average fruit size is pre­
sented in Table 8. Duncan's multiple range test for these 
data is found in Table 10. The significance among entries is 
due to the differences among groups, within groups, among F^  
lines, and among the checks. Group C showed the lowest 
Tablé 10. Mean fruit size of progenies of 18 self-fertilized selections and of 
their sib-matings, of o Fcr selections, and of 3 check varieties grow 
1963 
Selection criterion Mean fruit Significance* 
Sub-group of parents size Within Between Between 
Line Plant lbs/fruit sub­
groups 
sub- groups 
groups 
A1 
Mean of 
yield 
yield 
yield 
size 
earliness 
size, ear­
liness 
.271 
.201 
.274 
.282 
a 
a 
a 
a 
A2 
Mean of Ag 
earliness 
earliness 
earliness 
size 
yield 
size, yield 
.211 
.194 
.203 
.203 
a 
a 
a 
b 
A3 
Mean of A3 
Mean of group 
size 
size 
size 
A 
earliness 
yield 
earliness, 
yield 
.256 
.222 
.226 
.235 
.240 
a 
a 
a 
b 
a b 
Bl yield 
earliness 
size 
size i l l  a b 
*Withln a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
Table 10 ( Continued. ) 
Selection criterion Mean fruit Significance* 
Sub-group of parents size V/i thin Between Between 
Line Plant lbs/fruit sub­ sub- groups 
groups groups 
yield, ear­ size .278 b 
liness 
Mean of B1 .292 a 
b2 yield earliness .266 a 
size earliness .260 a 
yield, size earliness .248 a 
Mean of b2 .258 a b 
b3 size yield .222 a 
earliness yiëld .240 a 
size, ear­ yield .204 a 
liness 
Mean of b3 .222 b Mean of group B .257 a b 
Cl 
Mean of C^  
yield. 
size 
yield, size 
size 
yield 
size, yield 
.273 
.283 
.255 
.270 
a 
a 
a 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
Table 10 (Continued) 
Selection criterion Mean fruit Significance* 
Sub-group of parents size Within Between Between 
Line Plant lbs/fruit sub­ sub- groups 
groups groups 
C2 yield earliness .202 a 
earliness yield .208 a 
yield, ear­ earliness, 
liness yield .213 a 
Mean of c2 .208 b 
c3 size earliness .228 a 
earliness size .229 a 
size, ear­ earliness, .232 a 
liness size 
Mean of c3 .230 a Mean of group C .236 a b 
1 Mean of 
yield size .272 a b 
yield earliness .224 b c 
earliness size .185 c 
earliness yield .224 b c 
size earliness .229 b c 
size yield .22 7 b c 
.227 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
Table 10 (Continued) 
Selection criterion 
Sub-group of parents 
Line Plant 
Mean fruit 
size 
lbs/fruit 
Significance* 
Within Between Between 
sub- sub- groups 
groups groups 
Fireball .183 c 
Moreton Hybrid .300 b 
Mocross Surprise .365 a 
Mean of checks .283 a 
*Wlthln a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
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average fruit size of the three groups as noted in Table 10. 
The self-pollinated progenies and the cross in group B pro­
duced the largest fruit size. A comparison of the average 
fruit size of the three groups with that of the lines re­
vealed the sib-crosses and selfed progenies to be statisti­
cally superior. 
Group A: crosses within lines Sub-group A^ , devel­
oped from two plants selected mainly for high yield and se­
condarily for large fruit size and earliness, respectively, 
showed the largest fruit size. The average fruit size of 
this sub-group differed significantly from the other two sub­
groups, Ag and A3, as shown in Table 10. Sub-group Ag was 
found to be the smallest in average fruit size. The parents 
of Ag were selected primarily for earliness. 
Within sub-groups A^  and A3, there are some differences 
between the progeny means of the two selections. Within A%, 
the plant selected for early yield showed larger fruit size 
in its progeny than did the selection of large fruit. Within 
the sub-group A3, the selection for early yield also resulted 
in superior fruit size. These results may reflect the change 
in selection criterion for earliness in 1962 from flowering 
date to early yield by weight. Furthermore, the primary line 
selection for these sub-groups was for yield or fruit size, 
not for earliness. Apparently, further selection of single 
plants within these lines was relatively ineffective. 
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Group B: crosses between lines All comparisons a-
mong the three sub-groups revealed true differences in fruit 
size (Table 8)„ Sub-group Bj showed the largest mean fruit 
size, while the lowest was that of sub-group B3. Both parents 
of Bi were selected as single plants for large fruit size. 
The superiority of sub-group Bg over sub-group B^  possibly 
relates to effect of selection in 1961. The parents of Bg 
were selected within plants having a larger fruit size than 
did those of sub-group Bj. The change in the earliness se­
lection criterion showed some effect. Within B^ , the progeny 
of the plant selected primarily for early yield showed an 
average fruit size higher than that selected for larger fruit 
size, although the difference was not found to be significant. 
Within each of the sub-groups B^  and B^ , the fruit size 
of the sib-cross progeny differed significantly from the mean 
of their parents. The mean of the cross within B^  was lower 
than the mid-parental value, while that of B^  was lower than 
either parent. These results indicate that sib-crosses may 
not always effect a recombination of desirable genes. Some 
deleterious genes also may be perpetuated. 
Group C: reciprocally recurrent crosses Sub-group 
Cg, developed from two plants not selected for fruit size, 
showed the smallest average weight per fruit. The superiority 
of sub-group over C3, shown in Table 10, may reflect the 
effects of high yield selection on eventual fruit size. 
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Within each of the three sub-groups, the average fruit 
weights of the self-pollinated progenies were not found to 
differ significantly from each other. However, the results 
indicated that selection for early yield did not reduce fruit 
size to the degree shown in selecting for early flowering. 
This comparison of the means of the two selections within 
sub-groups Cg and Cj is presented in Table 10. 
P< group The average fruit weights of the Ftj lines 
were as would be expected on the basis of the reported corre­
lations between characters. These results in general agree 
with those of 1961 and 1962. 
Efficiency of selection 
To study the effectiveness of selection on fruit size 
performance, the mean fruit size of the two self-fertilized 
selections in each of the sub-groups within the three sib-
mating systems was compared with that of the two correspon­
ding F^  selections in 1962 and 1963. The data of 1962 should 
reflect the progress of 1961 selection, and the 1963 data 
should show the effectiveness of 1962 selection. These re­
sults are listed in Table 11. In both years, the sub-group 
selections resulted in a larger average fruit size than was 
shown in the F^ 's. These comparisons were found to be sta­
tistically significant by the "F" ratio test, although Dun­
can's multiple range test did not show significant differ-
Table 11. Comparison of the mean fruit size in pounds per fruit of the progenies of 
two self-fertilized selections within each of the sub-groups with that of 
the two corresponding F^ selections in 1962 and 1963 
Sub- Selection criterion 1962 1963 
group Lines Plants Mean of 
selections 
Mean of 
F5'S 
Mean of 
selections 
Mean of 
F^ 's 
% 
Mean 
yield 
earliness 
size 
of group A 
size, earliness 
size, yield 
earliness, yield 
.25? 
.249 
.283 
.263 
.243 
.238 
.271 
.251 
.286 
.203 
.239 
.247 
.248 
.204 
.228 
.227 
1 
Mean 
yield, earliness 
yield, size 
size, earliness 
of group B 
size 
earliness 
yield 
.314 
.270 
.251 
.278 
.243 
.238 
.270 
.251 
.299 
.263 
.231 
.264 
.228 
.226 
.225 
.227 
1 Mean 
yield, size 
yield, earliness 
size, earliness 
of group C 
size, yield 
earliness, yield 
earliness, size 
.289 
.237 
.270 
.256 
.276 
.236 
.238 
.251 
.278 
.205 
.229 
.237 
.249 
.224 
.207 
.227 
Mean of all groups .269 .251 .248 .227 
hsd . 05 .109 .109 .056 .056 
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ences « 
The selections within group B showed the highest perfor­
mance of fruit size selection in both 1962 and 1963 (Table 
11). The sib-mating of plants selected for a common charac­
ter within different lines apparently gave more opportunities 
for desirable recombinants to occur and to be selected. 
Therefore, the efficiency of selection was increased. Fur­
thermore, the selections within this group originated from 
crosses that involved the three characteristics, fruit size, 
earliness, and total yield. 
The material in sub-group B^  was superior in both 1962 
and 1963. In 19&3, the mean of the selections within this 
sub-group was significantly higher than that of the corres­
ponding F5 selections. This high average fruit size of B^  
was mainly due to the progeny mean of the plant selected for 
large fruit size within the highest yielding line (Table 10). 
Genetic variability 
The effectiveness of this program in maintaining addi­
tive genetic variability over several generations was studied 
through coefficients of variation. The average C. V. values 
of the sib-crosses in the three years were compared with 
those of the selfed parents, of the lines, and of the 
checks as shown in Table 12. 
In 1961, the checks showed less variation than did other 
groups. The variation within checks should be an estimation 
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of environmental variation. Although the sample size was 
small, this comparison apparently indicated the presence of 
some genetic variation in the sib-crosses and in progenies of 
the parents, which were also the F 5 group in that year. Ta­
ble 12 also showed that this genetic variation is somewhat 
higher in the sib-matings than in the self-pollinated pa­
rents, as would be expected. However, similar results were 
not obtained in 19&2. The mean coefficient of variation for 
the check varieties appeared to exceed all others in 1962. 
This high estimation of environmental variation was found to 
be affected by variation within the check variety Mocross 
Surprise F%. It is possible that this variety was not com­
pletely homogeneous, and that some genetic variability was 
involved. Mixtures had been observed in previous variety 
trials involving Mocross Surprise. A second possible expla­
nation might be that the genotypic environmental interaction 
was high in the check group. The other groups may have been 
buffered against extreme environmental effects due to the he­
terozygosity within the lines. Table 12 showed that the sib-
matings appeared to involve more genetic variability than 
either the selfed parents or the F5 lines. However, the dif­
ferences are very slight. 
In 1963» the sib-matings resulted in a mean C. V. ex­
ceeding all other groups. This relatively high G. V. suggest 
that genetic variation has not been depleted as drastically 
by sib-mating as would be expected by selfing. 
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The three different sib-mating groups showed differences 
in genetic variability over the three years. Table 13 lists 
the mean G. V. values of the three groups. Group B appeared 
to maintain the highest genetic variation as reflected by the 
highest C. V. mean in spite of its large fruit size in 19&3» 
Early Yield 
1961 results 
The analysis of variance for early yield is presented in 
Table 14. Duncan's multiple range test for comparison of the 
means is shown in Table 15. The significance among entries 
is confined to differences among the crosses within groups, 
among three lines of the F^  group, and among the checks. The 
progenies of the three sib-mating.systems did not differ in 
earliness from one group to another. However, the combined 
mean of the three sib-mating progenies was earlier than that 
of the F5 lines. 
Group Aî crosses within lines The cross between 
sister plants selected for large fruit and yield, respectively, 
within the earliest flowering line (Ag) did not show superior­
ity for earliness. The earliest progeny mean was found to be 
of the cross of plants selected for fruit size and earliness 
within the highest yielding line (Ai). Although the third 
sib-mating (A3) involved one parent selected for early flower-
Table 12. Mean coefficients of variation, for fruit size, of sib-matings in com­
parison with those of progenies of selections, the F^ 's, and the check 
varieties in 1961, 1962 and 196 3 
Breeding 
population 
, 1961 
Mean fruit 
size 
lbs/fruit 
Mean 
G. V. 
1962 
Mean fruit Mean 
size 0. V. 
lbs/fruit % 
1963 
Mean fruit Mean 
size C. V« 
lbs/fruit % 
Sib-matings 
Selfed-parents 
Fs's 
Checks 
.285 
.289 
.289 
.359 
14.09 
11.95 
11.95 
8.66 
.269 
.269 
.251 
.312 
15.31 
14.75 
15.29 
16.67 
.237 
.248 
.227 
.283 
13.58 
12.62 
12.31 
12.63 
Table 13. Comparisons of the mean coefficients of variation, for fruit size, of 
the three sib-mating groups in 1961, 1962 and 1963 
Group 
1961 
Mean fruit Mean 
size C. V. 
lbs/fruit % 
1962 
Mean fruit Mean 
size C. V. 
lbs/fruit % 
1963 
Mean fruit Mean 
size G. V. 
lbs/fruit % 
A .291 14.22 .267 14.11 .234 12.80 
B .284 15.29 .277 14.58 .243 14.49 
C .281 12.76 .263 17.24 .233 13.45 
Table 14. Analysis of variance of 1961 early yield in pounds per plant 
Source of variation Degrees of 
freedom 
Mean 
square 
Replicates 
Entries 
a. Crosses 
Si [ i 
u 
h
- % (10 
IÎÎ 
(13 
7 
17 
Group C vs. groups A & B 
Group A vs. group B 
Within group A; Ag vs. A% & A3 
c, 
d, 
Error 
Total 
.. 
Within group A: Ai vs. 
Within group B: Bg vs 
Within group B: Bj_ vs 
Within group C: C% vs 
Within group C: Cg vs 
group 
Strains 12 & 13 vs. 
Strains 10 & 11 vs. 
Strain 10 vs. 11 
Strain 12 vs. 13 
Strain 14 vs. 15 
Checks 
Comparisons between a, b, & c 
(16) Checks vs. others 
(17) Ft;'s vs. crosses 
A3 
Bi & B3 
c| & C3 
C3 
10, 11, 14 & 15 
14 & 15 
M 
[5] 
C2l 
[2} 
119 
143 
188.95** 
147.15** 
(1) 1.78 
(1) 66.27 
(1) 46.81 
(1) 383.18** 
(1 167.07** 
(1) O.58 
(1 6.94 
(1) 504.56** 
(1) 
133.38** 
217.05** 
(1) 333.14** 
(1) 60.84 
(1) 25.76 
(1) 30.11 
339.94** 
(1) 287,16** 
(1) 401.04** 
19.81 
S^ignificant at 5% level. 
S^ignificant at 1% level. 
Table 15. Mean early yield in tons per acre of progenies of 9 sib-matings, of 6 
selections, and of 3 check varleites grown in 1961 
Sub-group Selection criterion Mean early 
of parents yield 
Line Plant T/A 
Significance* 
Within Between 
groups groups 
AI yield size, ear­ 8.87 a 
liness 
A-2 earliness size, yield 7.70 a 
A3 size earliness, 2.94 b yield 
Mean of group A 6.50 a 
BI yield, ear­ size 8.94 a 
liness 
B2 yield, size earliness 5.66 a 
B3 size, earli­ yield 9.17 a 
ness 
Mean of group B 7.92 a 
CI 
C3 Mean of group G 
yield, size 
yield, earliness 
size, earliness 
size, yield 
earliness, yield 
earliness, size 
6.56 
10.64 
3.85 
7.02 
a b 
a 
b 
a 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan * s multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
Table 15 (Continued) 
Selection criterion Mean early Significance* 
Sub-group of 
Line 
parents 
Plant 
yield 
T/A 
Within 
groups 
Between 
groups 
I 
Mean of F5' s 
yield 
yield 
earliness 
earliness 
size 
size 
size 
earliness 
size 
yield 
earliness 
yield 
6.57 
8.93 
2.30 
3.84 
3.01 
4.68 
4.89 
a 
a 
a 
b 
b 
b 
b 
b 
a 
Fireball 
Moreton Hybrid 
Mocross Surprise 
Mean of checks 
12.98 
7.13 
5.49 
8.53 
a 
b 
b 
a 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
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ing and a second parent for high yield within the largest 
fruited line, the progeny produced a much lower average early 
yield than that of and Ag. The inability to select earli­
ness by flowering date probably reflects a low correlation 
between early flowering and early yield. The negative cor­
relation previously reported between earliness and fruit size 
may explain the small early yield mean of A3. It was not ex­
pected, however, that the selection for high yield would 
favor early yield. 
Group B: crosses between lines The lowest average 
early yield was obtained from the progenies of Bg, the sib-
cross of two plants selected for early flowering from the 
highest yielding and the largest fruited lines, respectively. 
The sib-cross, B3, involving parents selected as the highest 
yielding single plants within the earliest flowering line and 
the largest fruited line, produced a superior early yield 
within group B. Although the differences among the means of 
the three sub-groups appeared to be minor, the results do re­
flect the failure of single plant selection for early flower­
ing to maintain high early yield. 
Group C: reciprocally recurrent crosses Sub-group 
Cg, the reciprocally recurrent cross involving plants selec­
ted for early flowering and high yield, resulted in the high­
est early yield. The early yield of this sib-mating (C2) sig-
nificnatly exceeded that of the cross of parents selected for 
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early flowering and large fruit size ( C 3 ) .  The early yield 
of did not differ significantly from those of Cg and C3. 
The parents of this sib-cross did not involve any selection 
for early flowering. 
Pc; group The F^  of the line selected for high yield 
produced a significantly higher value than did the F^  lines 
selected for large fruit size and for early flowering, re­
spectively. These comparisons among lines and those of se­
lections within lines generally agreed with the expectations 
on the basis of genetic interrelationships reported by Peirce 
and Currence (38). The performance of the high yielding F«j 
line can be related to the results of sib-crosses in which it 
appeared. Undoubtedly this line possessed effective earliness 
genes in addition to yield genes. Crosses A^ , and Cg, in­
cluding this line as a parent, were superior in the respec­
tive groups. 
1962 results 
The variance analysis of 19&2 early yield is presented 
in Table 16. Table 17 shows the test for significance of the 
means. There was no significance found among entries. This 
absence of separation of early yield means may relate to the 
unfavorable environmental conditions of 1962. The early 
fruiting season was delayed, and the harvest season was ter­
minated earlier than in a normal year. Therefore, the early 
Table 16. Analysis of variance of 1962 and 1963 early yield in pounds per plant 
Source of variation Degrees of 
freedom 
Mean square 
T9Z2 Î9S3" 
Ai vs. 
B2 vs 
Bi vs 
Ci vs 
Cg vs. C3 
Replicates 
Entries 
a. Selections and crosses 
1. Group G vs. groups A & B 
Group A vs. group B 
Within group A 
Within group A 
Within group B 
Within group B 
Within group C 
Within group G 
Within sub-group Ai : 
Strain 3 vs. 1 & 2 
Within sub-group A^ : 
Strain 1 vs. 2 
Within sub-group A2Î 
Strain 6 vs. 4 & 5 
Within sub-group A2: 
Strain 4 vs. 5 
Within sub-group A3; 
Strain 9 vs. 7 & 8. 
Within sub-group A3! 
Strain 7 vs. 8 
Within sub-group B^Î 
Strain 12 vs. 10 & 11 
7 
35 
[26] 
2 .  
2: 
I: 
I: 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
A2 VS. Al & A3 
Bi & B3 
b3 C2 & 0: 
i 
( 1 )  (il 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
( 1 )  
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
23.71 
18.16 
40.95 
24.92 
37.77 
11.55 
29.26 
0.26 
101.69* 
109.06* 
2.94 
17.54 
O.56 
0.39 
9.29 
0.43 
26.78 
116.69** 
108.95** 
4.64 
9.23 
281.39** 
329.44** 
213.28** 
128.87* 
30.25 
810.99** 
3.15 
8.85 
63.48 
110.78* 
1.44 
79.66 
0 . 2 1  
*Slgnlfleant at 5% level. 
**Slgnifleant at 1% level. 
Table 16 (Continued) 
Source of variation 
16. Within sub-group Bj: 
Strain 10 vs. 11 
1?. Within sub-group Bg: 
Strain 15 vs. 13 & 14 
18. Within sub-group Bg: 
Strain 13 vs. 14 
19. Within sub-group B-a $ 
Strain 18 vs. 16 & 17 
20. Within sub-group B3: 
Strain 16 vs. 17 
21. Within sub-group C%: 
Strain 21 vs. 19 & 20 
22. Within sub-group C^ : 
Strain 19 vs. 20 
23. Within sub-group Cg: 
Strain 24 vs. 22 & 23 
24. Within sub-group C2: 
Strain 22 vs. 23 
25. Within sub-group Co! 
Strain 27 vs. 25 & 26 
26. Within sub-group C3: 
Strain 26 vs. 27 
b. P5•s group 
27. Strains 30 & 31 vs. 28, 29, 32 & 33 
28. Strains 28 & 29 vs. 32 & 33 
^Significant at 5% level. 
^Significant at 1% level. 
Degrees of 
freedom 
Mean square 
Î9S2 19^ 3 
2.54 505.13** 
0.49 13.65 
0
 
•
H 0
 47.61 
2.73 1.71 
8.19 0.02 
O.67 49.92 
0.88 12.87 
27.53 .65 
2.07 22.09 
0.06 2.85 
13.59 
44.89* 
75.00* 
1.93 
0.56 
115.96** 
25.68 
111.56* 
00 
-Xl 
Table 16 (Continued) 
Source of variation Degrees 
freedom 
of Mean 
1962 
square 
1963 
29. Strain 28 vs. 29 (1) 59.68 16.61 
30. Strain 30 vs. 31 (1) 63.20 410.06** 
31. Strain 32 vs. 33 
[2] 
(1) 24.63 15.90 
c. Checks 24.04 331.22** 
d. Comparison between a, b, and c L21 — — — mm mm mm 
34. Checks vs. others (1) 80.64 2.88 
35. Fjj's vs. crosses and selections (1) 4.55 6.1? 
Error 245 18.30 21.61 
Total 286 — — — — — — 
"^ Significant at level. 
^^ Significant at 1% level. 
Table 17. Mean early yield in tons per acre of progenies of 18 self-fertilized se­
lections and of their 9 sib-matings, of 0-F5 selections, and of 3 check 
varieties grown in 1962 
Significance* 
Sub-group Selection criterion of parents Mean early Within Between Between 
Line Plant yield sub­ sub­ groups 
T/A groups groups 
Al yield size 5.26 a 
yield earliness 3.99 a 
yield size, earliness 5.07 a 
Mean of Al 4.74 a 
a2 earliness size 4.30 a 
earliness yield 4.11 a 
earliness size, yield 4.01 a 
Mean of A2 4.14 a 
Ao size earliness 5.19 a J size yield 5.02 a 
size earliness, yield 5.80 a 
Mean of A3 5.34 a 
Mean of group A 4.75 a 
B1 yield size 5.71 a 
earliness size 5.23 a 
yield, earliness size 4.12 a 
Mean of Bl 5.02 a 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan1 s multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
Table 17 (Continued) 
Sjgnlficanoe* 
Sub-group Selection criterion of parents Mean early Within Between Between 
Line Plant yield sub- sub- groups 
T/A groups groups 
B2 yield earliness 5.79 a 
size earliness 5.70 a 
yield, size earliness 5.93 a 
Mean of B2 5.81 a 
b3 size yield 5*56 a 
earliness yield 4.66 a 
size, earliness yield 4.68 a 
Mean of Bo 4.97 a 
Mean of gr oup B 5.27 
G1 yield size 6 . 5 2  a 
size yield 6.80 a 
yield, size size, yield 6.44 a 
Mean of Cl 6.59 a 
C2 yield earliness 5.73 a 
earliness yield 5.30 a 
yield, earliness earliness, yield 6 . 8 2  a . 
Mean of 0% 5.95 a 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
Table 17 (Continued.) 
Significance* 
Sub-group Selection criterion of parents Mean early Within Between Between 
Line Plant yield sub- sub- groups 
T/A groups groups 
Co size 
size 
size 
Mean of Co 
Mean of group C 
earliness 
earliness 
earliness 
2 .60 .71 
4.14 
4.15 
5.56 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
S yield size 4.62 a yield earliness 6 . 9 6  a earliness size 3.13 a earliness yield 5.54 a size earliness 5.34 a size yield 6.23 a 
F5*S 5.31 
Fireball 5.91 
Moreton Fi 7.o0 
Mocross (Fi) £,68 
Mean of checks 6.40 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
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yield was reduced. This is shown in a comparison of the early 
yield of the standard variety Fireball in 1961 and 19&2, in 
Table 15 and 17. The "F" test did show some significance 
within group G and among the F5 lines (Table 16). 
Group A: crosses within lines The three sub-groups 
showed similar mean values for earliness. The highest mean 
was that of sub-group A3, consisting of self-fertilized pro­
genies of parents selected primarily for fruit size and se­
condarily for early flowering and high yield, respectively, 
and a sib-cross between them. This same sub-group produced 
the lowest early yield in 1961. Since earliness has been 
shown to interact with environment to a considerable degree, 
it is likely that the results of 19&2 are not meaningful. 
There is no significance within each of the three sub­
groups. The progeny means of the selfed selections, also, 
did not appear to follow the trends expected on the basis of 
correlations between characters. Within each of sub-groups 
A^  and Ag, selection for fruit size produced a higher progeny 
mean than the selections for early flowering and high yield, 
respectively. 
Group .33: crosses between lines Although the means of 
the three sub-groups did not differ significantly one from 
another, they agreed to some extent with expected results. 
Sub-group Bg showed the highest early yield within group B. 
This sub-group was developed from two plants selected for 
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early flowering within the highest yielding and largest frui­
ted lines, respectively. However, parents selected primarily 
for earliness did not seem to transmit this characteristic to 
their progenies or to the sib-cross. 
Group C: reciprocally recurrent crosses Some signi­
ficant differences were found among the means of the sub­
groups Ci, Cg, and C^  as shown by the "F" test in Table 16. 
The comparison of the early yield mean of sub-group C^  with 
those of Cg and C^  indicated some advantage for C%. Sub­
group Ci was developed from two plants selected for charac­
teristics other than early flowering. The effects of yield 
selection on improving early yield performance are shown by 
comparing the mean of sub-group C^  with the combined mean of 
Cg and C%. The inferior performance of Cj may reflect the 
negative effects of selecting for fruit size. 
F< group The performance of F^  lines, relative to 
one another, was similar to that of 1961. The mean early 
yield of the selections, generally, was consistent with theo­
retical results expected on the basis of interrelationships 
among selected characters. 
1963 results 
The analysis of variance for 1963 early yield is found 
in Table 16. The test for significance of the means by Dun­
can's multiple range test is reported in Table 18. Signifi-
Table 18. Mean early yield, in tons per acre of progenies of 18 self-fertilized, se­
lections and. of their 9 sib-matings, of o F^  selections and of 3 check 
varieties grown in 1963 
Significance* 
Sub-group Selection criterion of parents Mean early Within Between Between 
Line Plant yield sub­ sub­ groups 
T/A groups groups 
AL yield size 9.81 a 
yield earliness 10.89 a 
yield size, earliness 10.91 a 
Mean of AL 10.54 a b 
AG earliness size 14.93 a 
earliness yield 11.11 a 
earliness size, yield 10.51 a 
Mean of A2 12.18 a 
A3 size earliness 4.99 a 
size yield 8.23 a 
size earliness, yield 6.99 a 
Mean of A3 6.74 b 
Mean of gr oup A 9.82 a 
B1 yield size 3.35 b 
earliness size 11.51 a 
yield, earliness size 7.28 a b 
Mean of B1 7.38 a 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
Table 18 (Continued) 
Sub-group Selection criterion of parents 
Line Plant 
Significance* 
Mean early Within Between Between 
yield sub- sub- groups 
T/A groups groups 
B2 yield earliness 10.35 a 
size earliness 12.86 a 
yield, size earliness 10.45 a 
Mean of B2 11.22 a 
B3 size yield 9.65 a J earliness yield 9.60 a 
size, earliness yield 10.03 a 
Mean of B3 9.76 a 
Mean of group B 9.45 
Cl yield size 9.99 a 
size yield 8.68 a 
yield, size size, yield 11.56 a 
Mean of Cl 10.08 a 
C2 yield earliness 13.00 a 
earliness yield 11.29 a 
yield, earliness earliness, yield 11.89 a 
Mean of C2 12.06 a 
a 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
Table 18 (Continued) 
Sub-group Selection criterion of parents 
Line Plant 
Significance* 
Mean early Within Between Between 
yield sub- sub- groups 
T/A groups groups 
C3 size earliness 6.05 a 
earliness 
size, earliness 
size 
earliness, size 
a 
a 
Mean of Cr  6.09 b 
Mean of gî 
0
 
1 9.41 a 
1 
Mean of F^ 's 
yield size 10.75 a 
yield earliness 12.23 a 
earliness size 5.33 b 
earliness yield 12.68 a 
size earliness 8.05 a b 
size yield 9.50 a b 
9.76 a 
Fireball 
Moreton Hybrid 
Mocross Surprise 
Mean of checks 
12.89 
10.78 
3.96 
9.21 
a 
a 
a 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
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cant differences were found within groups A, B, and C, among 
and within the F5 lines, and among the checks. The three sib-
mating systems responded similarly in early yield performance, 
and the combined average of the three groups did not differ 
significantly from the average of the F5 lines or from that 
of the checks.' 
Group A: crosses within lines The three sub-groups, 
A-l, Ag, and A3, differed significantly in early yield, as 
shown in Table 18. Sub-group Ag was found to have the earli­
est yield within group A. This sub-group was developed from 
two plants selected primarily for earliness and secondarily 
for fruit size and high yield, respectively. This result 
would be expected since the criterion of selection for ear­
liness in 1962 was changed from early flowering date to early 
yield. However, within sub-group Ag, the progeny of the 
plant selected for fruit size showed a higher mean early 
yield than that of the selection for high yield. Within each 
of the other two sub-groups, A^  and A3, the progeny means of 
the two self-pollinated selections did not show significant 
differences. 
Group B: crosses between lines All early yield com­
parisons among the three sub-groups were statistically sig­
nificant as shown in Table 18. The highest average of 11.22 
T/A for early yield was produced by the progenies of sub­
group Bg, while the lowest was that of sub-group B^  (7.38 
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T/A). Both parents of Bg were selected as single plants su­
perior for early yield within the highest yielding and the 
largest fruited lines, respectively, B^  originated from two 
single plants selected for large fruit size, one from each of 
the highest yielding line and the earliest yielding line. 
The third sub-group, B^ , outyielded Bj as would be expected 
from the genetic correlations. 
Within sub-group B^ , the progeny means of the two selfed 
parents differed significantly. The plant selected primarily 
for early yield within this sub-group resulted in a much 
higher progeny mean than that selected mainly for total yield. 
The fruit size selection did not show any depressing effect 
on early yield performance within each of the sub-groups Bg 
and B3 (Table 18). 
Group C: reciprocally recurrent crosses The MF" 
test revealed some statistically significant differences 
within group C. The progenies of sub-group Cg showed superi­
ority, as reflected in their highest early yield mean, among 
the three sub-groups. Such a result would be expected, since 
both parents of sub-group Cg involved selection for high 
yield as well as early yield. In contrast, sub-group C3, in­
volving selection for early yield and fruit size, produced 
the lowest progeny mean within group C. The negative effect 
of fruit size selection, apparently reduced the early yield 
performance of sub-group C3. The intermediate early yield of 
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0% might be expected from two opposing selection pressures 
influencing earliness in both ways. The parents of this sub­
group involved positively correlated selection pressure for 
high yield and negatively correlated selection pressure for 
fruit size. 
Within each of the three sub-groups, the progeny means 
of the two selfed selections did not differ significantly. 
However, the trends shown by these progenies generally fol­
lowed the reported interrelationships among characters. Ne­
vertheless, the selection for earliness by weight, rather 
than date of flowering, apparently resulted in a change in 
the interrelationships of fruit size and earliness. This 
change may be seen in a comparison of the performance of the 
plant selected primarily for fruit size with that selected 
for early yield in sub-group Cj (Table 18). 
F^  group The mean early yield of the F^  lines and 
selections did not differ from the expected, and, in general, 
agreed with the results of the two previous years. 
Efficiency of selection 
Most of the selections within the sub-groups did not re­
veal any superiority over the corresponding F^  selections. 
Table 19 lists these comparisons. The combined average early 
yield of selections within groups did not differ significantly 
from that of the F^  selections in either 1962 or 1963. This 
Table 19. Comparison of the mean early yield in tons per acre of the progenies of 
two self-fertilized selections within each of the sub-groups with that of 
the two corresponding F^  selections in 1962 and 1963 
Sub­ Selection criterion 1962 1963 
group Lines Plants Mean of 
selections 
Mean of 
PY*s 
Mean of 
selections 
Mean of 
F^ 's 
in Mean
yield 
earliness 
size 
of group A 
size, earliness 
size, yield 
earliness, yield 
4.62 
4.20 
5.10 
4.64 
5.79 
4.33 
5.78 
5.30 
10.40 
13.02 
6.61 
10.01 
11.49 
9.00 
8.77 
9.75 
% 
b3 Mean 
yield, earliness 
yield, size 
earliness, size 
of group B 
size 
earliness 
yield 
5.47 
5.74 
5.11 
5.44 
3.87 
6.15 
5.88 
5.30 
7.43 
11.60 
9.62 
9.55 
8.04 
10.14 
11.09 
9.75 
„1 Mean 
yield, size 
yield, earliness 
size, earliness 
of group G 
size, yield 
earliness, yield 
earliness, size 
6.66 
l'Ai 
5.17 
5.42 
6.20 
4.23 
5.30 
9.33 
12.14 
5.91 
9.13 
10.12 
12.45 
6.69 
9.75 
Mean of all groups 5.17 5.30 9.56 9.75 
hsd . 05 5.01 5.01 5.44 5.44 
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is thought to relate to the original selection for earliness 
on the basis of early flowering date. A change in the selec­
tion criterion for earliness in 1$6Z resulted in a slight re­
sponse. For example, the parents of Ag, selected in 1961 
mainly for early flowering, produced, in 1962, a lower pro­
geny mean for early yield than did the corresponding Ft; se­
lections. In 1963, however, the selections of the same sub­
group (A2) were based on 1962 selection for early yield. The 
result was a high early yield relative to the F^  selections. 
Similarly, the selections of sub-group Bg, involving flowering 
date selection in 1961, showed improved performance after the 
selection criterion had been changed the following year. 
Genetic variability 
Table 20 shows the mean coefficients of variation for 
the sib-matings in comparison with those of the self-fer­
tilized parents, of the F^  selections and of the checks in 
the three years, 1961, 1962, and 1963. In each of the three 
years, the variation within sib-mated lines was high, rela­
tive to F^  lines and checks. However, the variability of the 
checks seems to indicate a great deal of environmental in­
fluence. 
The comparisons among groups, in Table 21, revealed 
group B to be least effective in maintaining variability. 
Groups A and C were similar in response. These data do in­
dicate that the effectiveness of sib-pollination will depend 
Table 20. Mean coefficients of variation for early yield of sib-matlngs in com­
parison with those of progenies of selections, the FY's, and the check 
varieties in 1961, 1962, and 1963 
1961 1962 1963 
Breeding 
population 
Mean early 
yield 
T/A 
Mean 
C. V. 
% 
Mean early 
yield 
T/A 
Mean 
C. V. 
% 
Mean early 
yield 
T/A 
Mean 
C. V. 
% 
Sib-matings 
Selfed-parents 
F<'s 
Check 
5-91 
4.04 
4.04 
7.80 
37.02 
32.12 
32.12 
32.65 
5.22 
5.19 
5.40 
6.40 
41.92 
36.99 
37.07 
36.95 
15.74 
15.75 
16.06 
15.16 
31.96 
30.77 
22.41 
30.38 
Table 21. Comparisons of the mean coefficients of variation for early yield of the 
three sib-mating groups in 1961, 1962, and 1963 
1961 1962 1963 
Group Mean early 
yield 
T/A 
Mean 
C. V. 
% 
Mean early 
yield 
T/A 
Mean 
C. V. 
% 
Mean early 
yield 
T/A 
Mean 
C. V. 
% 
A 
B 
C 
6.50 
7.92 
7.02 
37.07 
34.80 
39.19 
4.96 
4.91 
5.80 
45.28 
35.75 
41.72 
10.01 
9.55 
9.13 
32.24 
32.89 
30.74 
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on the parents and, In particular, on the characters for 
which each was selected. 
Total Yield 
1961 results 
The analysis of variance for the total yield of 1961, 
shown in Table 22, and Duncan•s multiple range test (Table 
23) indicate differences within the three groups, A, B, and C, 
among the lines and selections, and among the checks. The 
three sib-mating systems were not distinct in average yielding 
ability. The comparison of the combined mean of the three 
groups of crosses with that of the F5 lines showed a highly 
significant difference (Table 22) favoring the crosses. 
Group A: crosses within lines The comparisons among 
progenies developed by sib-mating within lines did not reveal 
a statistically superior cross. However, the multiple mage 
test did show Ag, the cross of selections from the earliest 
flowering line, to be statistically inferior to A3, developed 
by primary selection for fruit size. The positive genetic 
correlation of fruit size and yield, reported by Pelrce and 
Currence (38)» id reflected in these data. Fruit size, also, 
must be considered as a component of yield. Therefore, the 
lack of a difference between A^  and A3 is not surprising, and 
selection for both high yield and large fruit size was effec-
Table 22. Analysis of variance of 1961 total yield in pounds per plant 
Source of variation Degrees of Mean 
freedom square 
Replicates 
Entries 
7 
17 
b. 
Crosses 
1. Group C vs. groups A & B 
Group A vs. group B 
M 
2 .  
I: 
2: 
7. 
8. 
c. 
d. 
Error 
Total 
Within group A: Aj vs, 
Within group A: Ag vs, 
Within group B: B3 vs, 
Within group B: B^  vs, 
Within group C: C3 vs, 
Within group Cs 0% vs 
F<'s group 
y. Strains 10 & 11 vs. 
10. Strains 12 & 13 vs. 
11. Strain 10 vs. 11 
12. Strain 12 vs. 13 
13. Strain 14 vs. 15 
Checks 
Comparisons between a, 
16. Checks vs. others 
17. Fj)'s vs. crosses 
Aa & A3 
A3 
Bi & B2 
B2 
Ci & Co 
C2 
12, 13, 
14 & 15 
b, and c 
14 & 15 M 
8 
119 
143 
as 
i 
11 
( 1 )  
1064.93** 
446.54** 
13.97 
160.05 
5.47 
1616.04** 
17. 
Ill: 
341. 
1267. 
304. 
49^ 0. 
1019*. 
18. 
1617. 
22 
46** 
32** 
79* 
60** 
24* 
13** 
73 
21** 
71 
83** 
3909.14** 
1048.72** 
57.66 
*Signifleant at level. 
**Signlfleant at 1% level. 
Table 23. Mean yield in tons per acre of progenies of 9 slb-matings, of 6 P5 se­
lections, and of 3 check varieties grown in 1961 
Sub­ Selection criterion of parents Mean total Significance* 
group Line Plant yield 
T/A 
Within 
groups 
Between 
groups 
A2 
a3 
Mean of group A 
yield 
earliness 
size 
size, earliness 
size, yield 
earliness, yield 
20.68 
15.21 
27.37 
21.09 
a b 
b 
a 
a b 
B\ 
Mean of group B 
yield, earliness 
yield, size 
size, earliness 
size 
earliness 
yield 
18.17 
27.70 
24.02 
23.30 
b 
a 
a b 
a b 
1 Mean of group C 
yield, size 
yield, earliness 
size, earliness 
size, yield 
earliness, yield 
earliness, size 
26.23 
20.63 
18.12 
21.66 
a 
a b 
b 
a b 
3 
yield 
yield 
earliness 
earliness 
size 
size 
earliness 
size 
yield 
earliness 
21.48 
19.53 
4.92 
14.58 
24.15 
a b 
a b 
c 
b 
a 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
Table 23 (Continued) 
Sub­ Selection criterion of parents Mean total Significance* 
group Line Plant yield 
T/A 
Within Between 
groups groups 
f5 Mean of F^ 's 
size yield 25.46 
18.35 
a 
b 
Fireball 
Moreton Hybrid 
Mocross Surprise 
Mean of checks 
19.42 
31.52 
36.07 
29.00 
b 
a 
a 
a 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
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tive In maintaining high yield. 
Group B: crosses between lines Although sub-group 
Bg was developed by crossing two plants selected for early 
flowering within the highest yielding and the largest fruited 
lines, respectively, it was found to have the highest mean 
yield. Since single plant selection for earliness has been 
shown to be relatively ineffective, the superiority of sub­
group Bg over the others, B% and Bj, relates to the primary 
emphasis on yield and size in the Bg parents. The high mean 
yield of sub-groups B^ , relative to that of Bj_, may reflect 
the selection of one of the parents of B^  for fruit size, a 
character more easily selected than yield or earliness. 
Group G: reciprocally recurrent crosses Some signi­
ficant differences in yielding ability within group G were 
indicated in Tables 22 and 23. The mean yield of sub-group 
Cj, developed from crossing two parents selected for charac­
teristics other than high yield, was inferior to other sub­
groups. This low mean yield probably is due to the depressing 
effects of earliness selection as well as to the absence of 
high yield selection. The superiority of sub-group Cj_, there­
fore, would appear to be the result of a favorable correla­
tion of characteristics for which both parents were selected. 
Ftj group The highest mean yield was produced by the 
F/j progenies of the line selected for large fruit size. Ear-
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llness selection, based on flowering date, had a negative ef­
fect on yield performance as shown by the low mean yield of 
the earliest flowering line. 
1962 results 
Table 24 presents the variance analysis of 1962 data. 
Significant differences, using Duncan's multiple range test 
(Table 25)$ were noticed among sub-groups within each of 
groups A and C, among the Frj lines, and among the checks. 
The three sib-mating groups did not produce progenies dif­
fering in mean yield from one group to another or, as a com­
bined group, from that of the F<; lines. In general, the yield 
level of 1962 was low relative to yields of 1961 and 1963. 
In Table 28, the mean yield of the three check varieties is 
shown for the three years. These varieties produced an 
average of 17.23 tons per acre in 19&2 in comparison with 
29.00 and 26.27 tons per acre in 1961 and 1963, respectively. 
The unfavorable environmental conditions may have affected 
the tests of significance of some comparisons among groups 
and strains. 
Group A: crosses within lines Fruit size selection 
appeared to be an effective method of maintaining a high 
level of yield performance, as reflected by the superiority 
of sub-group Aj. Both parents of this sub-group, A3, were 
developed from the largest fruited line. Sub-group Ag showed 
Table 24. Analysis of variance of 1962 and 1963 total yield In pounds per plant 
Source of variation Degrees of Mean square 
freedom 1962 1963 
Replicates 7 
Entries 35 r 1 
a. Selections and crosses [26] 
1. Group C vs. groups A & B 
2. Group A vs. group B 
Within group A: 
Within group A 
5. Within group B 
2: 
o. Within group B 
7. Within group C 
8. Within group C 
9. Within sub-group Ai $ 
Strain 3 vs. 1 & 2 
10. Within sub-group A%: 
Strain 1 vs. 2 
11. Within sub-group A2: 
Strain 6 vs. 4 & 5 
12. Within sub-group A2: 
Strain 4 vs. 5 
13. Within sub-group A3 $ 
Strain 9 vs. 7 & 8 
14. Within sub-group A3 : 
Strain 7 vs. 8 
15. Within sub-group B^ : 
Strain 12 vs. 10 & 11 
A3, vs. A2 & A3 
A2 VS. A3 
B3 vs. Bj_ & Bg 
Bi vs. B2 
C3 vs. Ci & C2 
Ci vs. C2 II! 
244.45** 
156.93** 
35.08 
57.00 
283.36* 
2149.36** 
114.94 
23.03 
302.33* 
626.77** 
414.55** 
227.25** 
126.32 
179.78 
181.58 
1636.84** 
27.91 
827.51** 
1535.66** 
374.36* 
( 1 )  0.94 0.44 
( 1 )  30.25 46.24 
( 1 )  9.54 31.20 
( 1 )  0.11 336.72* 
( 1 )  24.87 56.99 
(1) 25.88 61.62 
( 1 )  12.76 21.47 
*Signifleant at 5% level. 
^Significant at 1% level. 
Table 24 (Continued.) 
Source of variation 
16. Within sub-group B%: 
Strain 10 vs, 11 
17. Within sub-group Bg: 
Strain 15 vs. 13 & 14 
18. Within sub-group Bg: 
Strain 13 vs. 14 
19. Within sub-group B3Î 
Strain 18 vs. 16 & 17 
20. Within sub-group B3 Î 
Strain 16 vs. 17 
21. Within sub-group Ci : 
Strain 21 vs. 19 & 20 
22. Within sub-group Ci : 
Strain 19 vs. 20 
23. Within sub-group Cg: 
Strain 24 vs. 22 & 23 
24. Within sub-group Cg: 
Strain 22 vs. 23 
25. Within sub-group C3: 
Strain 27 vs. 25 & 26 
26. Within sub-group C3: 
Strain 25 vs. 26 
b. Fc's groups 
27. Strains 28 & 29 vs. 30, 31» 32, 
28. Strains 30 & 31 vs. 32 & 33 
^Significant at 5% level. 
^Significant at 1% level. 
Degrees of 
freedom 
Mean square 
19^ 2 19^ 3 
33 M 
32.63 106.09 
2.08 4.29 
63.20 28.76 
10.83 43.42 
82.36 13.60 
26.18 23.66 
45.39 . 168.35 
35.97 38.52 
4.68 1.00 
7.13 4.41 
287.44** 
23.90 
1053.41** 
31.78 
844.95 
29.04 
2985.71 
Table 24 (Continued) 
Source of variation Degrees of Mean square 
freedom 1962 1963 
29* Strain 28 vs. 29 (1) 97.27 246.88* 
30. Strain 30 vs. 31 (1) 204.49 876.16** 
31. Strain 32 vs. 33 
[2] 
(1) 58.14 86.96 
c. Checks 1040.72** 1286.64** 
d. Comparisons between a, b, & c 12] — — — 
34. Checks vs. others (1) 954.96** 1368.42** 
35» Fj,'s vs. crosses and selections (1) 1.84 434.14** 
Error 245 61.75 59.94 
Total 287 
S^ignificant at 5% level. 
**Signlficant at 1% level. 
Table 25» Mean yield, in tons per acre of progenies of 18 self-fertilized, selec­
tions and. of their 9 sib-matings, of 6-F5 selections, and. of 3 check 
varieties grown in 1962 
Significance* 
Sub­ Selection criterion of parents Mean early Within Between Between 
group Line Plant yield sub­ sub- groups 
T/A groups groups 
Al yield size 11.93 a 
yield earliness 10.27 a 
yield size, earliness 10.85 a 
Mean of Al 11.02 a b 
a2 earliness size 9.20 a 
earliness yield 9.30 a 
earliness size, yield 10.05 a 
Mean of A2 9.52 b 
Ao size earliness 16.41 a J size yield 17.94 a 
size earliness, yield 18.48 a 
Mean of A3 17.61 a 
Mean of group A 12.72 a 
B1 yield size 14.15 a 
earliness size 17.42 a 
yield, earliness size 14.22 a 
Mean of Bl 15.26 a 
*VIthin a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
Table 25 ( Continued. ) 
Significance* 
Sub- Selection criterion of parents Mean early Within Between Between 
group Line Plant yield sub- sub- groups 
T/A groups groups 
Bg yield 
size 
yield, size 
Mean of Bg 
Bo size 
earliness 
size, earliness 
Mean of B3 
Mean of group B 
earliness 15.76 a 
earliness 13.36 a 
earliness 14.18 a 
14.43 a 
yield 14.15 a 
yield 11.31 a 
yield 11.82 a 
12.43 a 
14.04 
CJL yield 
size 
yield, size 
Mean of C% 
Cg yield 
earliness 
yield, earliness 
Mean of Cg 
size 
yield 
size, yield 
earliness 
yield 
earliness, yield 
14.35 
16.39 
14.03 
14.92 
10.35 
9.70 
11.60 
10.55 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. y 
Table 25 (Continued) 
Sub­
group 
Selection criterion of parents 
Line Plant 
Mean early-
yield 
T/A 
Within 
sub­
groups 
Significance* 
Between 
sub­
groups 
Between 
groups 
C o size 
size 
size 
Mean of C3 
Mean of group C 
earliness 
earliness 
earliness 
13.83 
16.43 
15.83 
15.36 
13.61 
a 
a 
a 
a 
1 
Fireball 
yield size 14.02 a b 
yield earliness 11.04 a b 
earliness size 7.81 b 
earliness yield 12.13 a b 
size earliness 18.76 a 
size yield 15.76 a b 
F5'S 13.14 
9.28 b 
Hybrid 21.66 a 
Surprise 20.75 a 
Checks 17.23 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at ,05 level. 
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a depressed yield resulting from line selection for early 
flowering in both parents. These results agreed with those 
obtained in 1961. 
The comparisons between the means of progenies of the 
two self-fertilized selections within each of the three sub­
groups failed to show evidence of genetic differences. How­
ever, the minor differences observed did follow the trends 
expected from known genetic correlations. 
Group B: crosses bfetween lines No significant dif­
ferences were detected among the three sub-groups. The per­
formance of these sub-groups, relative to one another, did 
not follow the same pattern as shown in the previous year. 
Sub-group Bi, resulting in the lowest mean yield within group 
B in 1961, tended to show superiority in 1962. This sub­
group involved two single plants selected for fruit size with­
in the highest yielding and earliest flowering lines, respec­
tively. The superiority of B^  in 1962 coincided with the high 
yield of the progeny of the parent selected primarily for 
early flowering. It was thought that the reduced yield of 
this sub-group in 1961 may have been affected by the depres­
sing effects of earliness selection in one of the parents. 
Because of the environmental stress apparent in 1962, however, 
it is unlikely that an interpretation of this interaction 
with years would be meaningful. 
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Group C: reciprocally recurrent crosses The com­
parison of the progeny mean yield of sub-group Qj with that 
of other sub-groups was significant. Although Cj did not in­
volve any selection for high yield, the offspring showed the 
highest average yield within group G (Table 25). Sub-group 
Cj was developed by the self-pollination of a single plant 
(Table 2). This plant was found to be the earliest flowering 
of the largest fruited plants as well as the largest fruited 
of the earliest flowering plants « The superiority of C3 ap­
parently was the result of fixing some superior additive yield 
genes in the genotype. Had it been possible to sib-pollinate 
in this instance, these genes might have been lost. Sub­
group Ci produced a significantly higher mean yield than did 
sub-group C2. This difference relates to the beneficial ef­
fects of fruit size selection on as well as to the depres­
sing effects of early flowering selection on C2. The compar­
isons of the progeny means of the self-fertilized parents 
supported this interpretation. 
Fc; group The trends of progeny yield performances of 
the F^  lines and selections were comparable to thosé obtained 
in 1961. The yield levels of these progenies were generally 
lower than in 1961, as were noticed in other groups. 
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1963 results 
The analysis of variance and Duncan's test for signifi­
cance of 1963 total yield data are presented in Table 24 and 
Table 26, respectively. The significance among entries was 
due to differences among and within sub-groups, among the F 5 
lines and selections, and among the checks. The three sib-
mating groups responded similarly to selection and produced a 
combined mean significantly higher than that of the F^  lines. 
The yield level of 1963 was generally improved relative to 
1962. 
Group As crosses within lines The relative yields 
of the three sub-groups were found to be in agreement with 
1961 and 1962 results. The highest mean yield was produced 
by the progenies of sub-group A3, developed from two selec­
tions within the largest fruited line. Sub-group A2 resulted 
in the lowest mean yield within group A. Both parents of 
this sub-group were selected primarily for earliness. There­
fore, the change of the criterion for earliness selection in 
1962 did not appear to affect selection response in this in­
stance. However, the comparisons of means of progenies of 
self-fertilized selections within each of A^  and A3, indica­
ted that changing the selection criterion did have some fa­
vorable effects on the interrelationship between earliness 
and total yield. 
Table 26. Mean yield in tons per acre of progenies of 18 self-fertilized selec­
tions and of their 9 sib-raatings, of 6 selections, and of 3 check 
varieties grown in 196 3 
Significance* 
Sub- Selection criterion of parents Mean yield Within Between Between 
group Line Plant T/A sub- sub- groups 
groups groups 
A1 yield size 19.68 a yield earliness 22.15 a 
yield size, earliness 21.13 a 
Mean of Al 20.99 
Ag earliness size 23.ll a 
earliness yield 16.45 a 
earliness size, yield 18.02 a 
Mean of A2 19.19 
A3 size earliness 29.89 a 
size yield 27.04 a 
size earliness, yield 26.09 a 
Mean of a3 27.67 Mean of group A 22.62 
Bi yield size 28.96 a 
earliness size 25.22 a 
yield, earliness size 28.60 a 
Mean of B^  27.59 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
Table 26 (Continued.) 
Significance» 
Sub- Selection criterion of parents Mean yield. Within Between Between 
group Line Plant T/A sub- sub- groups 
groups groups 
B2 
B-
yield earliness 22.30 a 
size earliness 20.36 a 
yield, size earliness 21.98 a 
B2 21.55 a 
size yield 23.62 a 
earliness yield 24.96 a 
size, earliness yield 22.22 a 
B3 23.60 a 
group B 24.25 a 
C^  yield. 
size 
yield, size 
Mean of C% 
C2 yield 
earliness 
yield, earliness 
Mean of Cg 
size 26, 11 a 
yield 21, 40 a 
size, yield 25, ,28 a 
24, .26 a b 
earliness 20, .68 a 
yield 21, .04 a 
earliness, yield 18, .91 a 
20, .21 b 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values with an alpha­
betic letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's multiple range 
test at .05 level. 
Table 26 (Continued.) 
Slgnlficanoe* 
Sub- Selection criterion of parents Mean yield. Within Between Between 
group Line Plant T/A sub- sub- groups 
groups groups 
C3 size earliness 30.15 a 
earliness size 28.10 a 
size, earliness earliness, size 29*79 a 
Mean of Co 29*35 
Mean of group C 24.61 
Pi yield. size 23*19 a b 
P5 ' yield. earliness 17*48 b 
Ft earliness size 6.75 c 
F5 earliness yield 17*50 b 
Pc size earliness 27*84 a 
P< size yield 24«;46 a b 
Mean of P^ 's 19*54 a 
Fireball 15*64 b 
Moreton Hybrid 31*52 a 
Mocross Surprise 31*64 a 
Mean of Checks a 
*Within a set of means comprising valid comparisons, the values 
betio letter in common do not differ significantly by using Duncan's 
test at .05 level. 
with an alpha-
multiple range 
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Group Bs crosses between lines Some significant dif­
ferences were found in the comparisons within group B. As in 
1962, sub-group Bj_ was superior to the other sub-groups (Table 
26). Sub-group B3 resulted in a higher yield performance, re­
lative to that of Bg, in contrast to the results of the two 
•previous years. Such change in the responses of the sub-groups 
to selection perhaps relates to the change of selection method 
for earliness. However, the comparisons among means of the 
self-pollinated progenies within each of the sub-groups re­
vealed only a slight change after selecting for earliness by 
early yield. 
Group C i  reciprocally recurrent crosses Sub-group C3, 
involving plants selected for characters other than high yield, 
resulted in the highest average yield, not only within group C, 
but also within all groups (Table 26). This superiority of C3, 
as mentioned in 19&2 data, may relate to the homozygosity of, 
some additive genes as a result of developing this particular 
sub-group by self-fertilization (Table 2). The superior mean 
yield of , relative to that of Cg, seems to be the result of 
the correlated effect of size and yield selection of Ci and/or 
the depressing effects of earliness selection on Cg. Although 
the selection for earliness by early yield apparently did not 
change the direction of correlation between high yield and 
earliness, the degree of correlation seemed to be reduced. 
This was noticed in the comparisons of the progeny means of 
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the self-fertilized selections within each of the sub-groups 
Cg and Gj (Table 26). 
Fj group No change in yield performance of the F^  
lines, relative to each other, was noted in 1963. Although 
the yield means were generally improved in 19&3» these means 
were found to fall in the same pattern as would be expected. 
Efficiency of selection 
Table 27 lists 1962 and 19&3 mean yields of the selec­
tions, within each of the sub-groups, and that of the corres­
ponding F5 selections. The sub-group selections showed a 
higher mean yield than did the F^ 's in both years0 However, 
the "F" test indicated statistical significance for the com­
parison only in 1963. Although the 1962 analysis was affected 
by a high error term, more progress may have been obtained 
from the 1962 selection. Furthermore, selection for earli­
ness by weight appeared to improve the total yield perfor­
mance of 1963» This improvement was seen in a study of the 
comparisons within the sub-groups that involved selection for 
earliness, in both 1962 and 1963. The selections within most 
of these sub-groups, such as Aj, Ag, B^ , and Cg, were inferior 
to the corresponding F^  selections in 1962. The opposite of 
this result was obtained in 1963. Furthermore, in some of 
these comparisons, the superiority of the sub-group selec­
tions were highly significant as shown in Table 26. 
Table 27. Comparison of the mean yield in tons per acre of the progenies of two 
self-fertilized selections within each of the sub-groups with that of 
the two corresponding F5 selections in 1962 and 1963 
Sub­ Selection criterion 1962 1963 
group Lines Plants Mean of 
selections 
Mean of 
F«5'S 
Mean of 
selections 
Mean of 
F5's 
Ag 
a3 
Mean 
yield 
earliness 
size 
of group A 
size, earliness 
size, yield 
earliness, yield 
11.10 
9.25 
17.17 
12.51 
12.53 
9.97 
16.92 
13.14 
20.42 
19.78 
28.47 
22.89 
20.33 
12.12 
26.15 
19.54 
11 
m
b3 Mean 
yield, earliness 
yield, size 
size, earliness 
of group B 
size 
earliness 
yield 
15.79 
14.56 
12.73 
14.36 
10.92 
14.55 
13.94 
13.14 
27.09 
21.33 
24.29 
24.24 
14.97 
22.66 
20.98 
19.54 
„i Mean 
yield, size 
yield, earliness 
size, earliness 
of group C 
size, yield 
earliness, yield 
earliness, size 
15.37 
10.01 
15.13 
13.51 
14.89 
11.58 
12.93 
13.14 
23.76 
20.86 
29.13 
24.58 
23.82 
17.49 
17.29 
19.54 
Mean of all groups 13.46 13.14 23.90 19.54 
hsd . 05 9.23 9.23 9.10 9.10 
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The selections of group A showed the lowest performance 
among all yield selections in both 19&2 and 19^ 3« The sister-
crosses of plants selected within the same line obviously re­
duced the opportunities for successful selection. Group B 
responded similar to group C in both years. 
Genetic variability 
The coefficients of variation for total yield are pre­
sented in Table 28. In 1961, the check varieties showed a 
higher variation than did other groups. The high genotypic-
environmental interaction apparently encountered with these 
checks rendered these results unrealistic. Considering the 
mean C. V. of selection groups as well as their mean yields, 
the sib-matings were found to have more variation than the 
lines (the self-fertilized parents in that year). The results 
of 1962 and 1963 appeared to be more realistic. In both 
years, the variation within sib-mating material was high; re­
lative to the progenies of self-fertilized selections, the F5 
lines and the checks. 
To determine which of these three sib-mating systems was 
more able to maintain the highest level of genetic variability, 
comparisons were made among the mean C. V. of the groups, A, 
B, and C. Table 29 indicated that group C, the reciprocally 
recurrent crosses, maintained a higher level of genetic vari-r 
ation over the three year period. 
Table 28. Mean coefficients of variation, for total yield, of sib-matings in com­
parison with those of progenies of selections, the Fc's, and the check 
varieties in 1961, 1962, and 1963 
Breeding 
population 
1961 
Mean yield Mean 
T/A G. V. 
1962 
Mean yield 
T/A 
Mean 
C. V. 
% 
1963 
Mean yield Mean 
T/A C. V. 
Sib-matings 22.02 
Selfed-parents 18.35 
F5's 18.35 
Checks 29.00 
16.18 
17.49 
17.49 
20.37 
13.45 
13.06 
13.14 
17.23 
35.52 
30.16 
27.19 
27.23 
23.56 
23.90 
19.54 
26.27 
21.62 
20.28 
20.29 
20.47 
Table 29. Comparisons of the mean coefficients of variation, for total yield, of 
the three sib-mating groups in 1961, 1962, and l9°3 
Group 
1961 1962 1963 
Mean yield 
T/A 
Mean 
C. V. 
% 
Mean yield 
T/A 
Mean 
C. V. 
% 
Mean yield 
T/A 
Mean 
G. V. 
% 
A 21.09 15.00 13.13 28.13 21.75 21.06 
B 23.30 14.11 13.41 34.00 24.27 20.55 
C 21.66 19.43 13.82 34.00 24.66 23.25 
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DISCUSSION 
The results of the three characters were found to follow 
closely the trends expected on the basis of their genetic in­
terrelationships demonstrated by Pelrce and Currence (38). 
Both 1961 and 1962 data indicated that selection for earli-
ness by early flowering date did not necessarily reflect pro­
geny performance for early yield. The negative correlation 
between earliness and fruit size, previously reported, was 
reflected in the selection response. Although selection for 
earliness tended to depress the performance of total yield, 
selection for high yield generally was found to improve early 
yield potential. This inconsistency may relate to the effect 
of earliness in extending the harvest season. One cannot se­
lect earliness without depressing fruit size, a component of 
yield. However, selection for high yield may include posi­
tive selection pressure not only for fruit size, but also for 
earliness (which must also be considered a component of yield 
in northern latitudes). The 1963 results showed that changing 
the criterion for earliness selection, from early flowering 
data to the weight of early fruits, may have affected the de­
gree, but not the direction, of correlation between earliness 
and the other characteristics. Selecting for early yield did 
not appear to depress fruit size and yield response to the 
extent shown In selecting for early flowering. However, this 
result may relate also to the effects of slb-mating, since 
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the three sib-mating systems differed in this respect. The 
positive genetic correlation of fruit size and yield, repor­
ted by Peirce and Currence, was reflected in these data. Se­
lection for either high yield or large fruit size was effec­
tive in maintaining superiority for both characteristics. 
Furthermore, the results indicated that selection for fruit 
size was more effective in improving the yield level than was 
selection for high yield. This was not surprising, since 
fruit size is considered to be a major component of total 
yield and is a highly heritable character. 
The extent to which the performance level of a given 
trait might be Influenced by selection for another depends 
on the correlation existing between the two characters, as 
well as on the selection pressure involved. One purpose of 
this study was to determine the relative performance of 
strains for earliness, fruit size and yield at the end of 
this program. Tables 30» 31» and JZ summarize selection pro­
gress for each character in terms of the relative selection 
pressure imposed. 
Table 30 shows that selections for fruit size and total 
yield gave similar fruit size response. Line selection for 
total yield was more effective in improving average fruit 
weight than was line selection for fruit size (Table 32). 
However, individual plant selection for fruit size was found 
to be effective in producing large fruit size (Table Jl), re­
flecting its high heritability. These data suggest that the 
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Table 30. Effects of combined line and plant selection for a 
given character on the mean performance of all 
characteristics in progenies tested in 196 3 
Selection 
criterion 
Mean fruit 
size 
lbs/fruit 
Mean early 
.yield 
T/A 
Mean total 
yield 
T/A 
Fruit size 
Early yield 
Total yield 
.254 
.236 
.253 
8.82 
10.20 
9.6? 
25.31 
23.71 
22.87 
hsd .05 .056 5.44 9.10 
Table 31. ] 
( 
Effects of individual plant selection for a given 
character on the mean performance of all charac­
teristics in progenies tested in 1963 
Plant 
selection 
criterion 
Mean fruit 
size 
lbs/fruit 
Mean early 
yield 
T/A 
Mean total 
yield 
T/A 
Fruit size 
Early yield 
Total yield 
.2 64 
.252 
.228 
9.23 
9.69 
9.76 
25.20 
24.26 
22.42 
hsd .05 056 9.10 
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relationship existing "between total yield, and finit size was 
most evident in line selection. The degree of selection 
pressure imposed on earliness was reflected in the fruit size 
response as well as early yield. The material developed from 
lines selected for earliness showed a greater reduction in 
fruit size than those developed from single plants selected 
for earliness. At the same time, selection for earliness was 
found to result in some earliness improvement, particularly 
when lines were selected. However, selection for total yield 
tended to be as effective as selection for early yield on an 
individual plant basis. 
Selection for fruit size resulted in response similar to 
that observed in selection for earliness. Line selection for 
fruit size resulted in material with lower early yield than 
did single plant selection for fruit size. Fruit size ap­
peared to be an effective selection criterion for improving 
total yield. This effect was noted when selecting by line or 
by individual plant. However, it was more pronounced in line 
selection. 
Selection by total yield generally was not found to be 
as effective as fruit size selection in improving total yield, 
especially on the basis of individual plant performance. 
This was expected, since it is difficult to recognize super­
ior genotypes for yield due to the interaction of this char­
acter with environment. 
A study of the effectiveness of sib-mating in improving 
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combined, performance for the three characteristics was a se­
cond objective of this program. The relative change in fruit 
size, earliness and total yield, following three series of 
sib-mating, can be noted In a comparison of 19&3 means of se­
lections within each of the sib-mating groups A, B, and C (Ta­
ble 33)• The combined mean of selections of a group for each 
character also can be compared with the mean of the corres­
ponding F^  line selected for that character. For example, 
the fruit size mean for selections in each group can be com­
pared with the mean of the Ftj line selected for large fruit 
size. Similarly, the mean early yield and the mean total 
yield of selections within groups can be compared with those 
F5 lines of selections for earliness and high yield, respec­
tively. 
In all sib-mating systems, selections were made that ap­
peared to combine good performance for the three character­
istics. This was shown by the superiority of each of the 
three groups for any given character in comparison with cor­
responding Ftj lines (Table 33) • Although these comparisons 
did not reveal large differences, sib-mating was believed to 
be effective In combining the characters studied. The com­
parisons among means of the three sib-mating groups showed 
group B to be generally efficient in maintaining the three 
characters with à high level of performance. It should be 
emphasized, however, that selection within group B did in­
volve pressure of some degree for each of the three traits. 
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Table 32. Effects of line selection for a given character on 
the mean performance of all characteristics in 
progenies tested in 19&3 
Line 
selection 
criterion 
Mean fruit 
size 
lbs/fruit 
Mean early 
yield 
T/A 
Mean total 
yield 
T/A 
Fruit size .245 8.41 25.41 
Early yield .221 10.70 23.15 
Total yield .278 9.57 23.31 
hsd .05 .056 5.44 9.10 
Table 33» Comparison of 19&3 progeny means of selections 
within each sib-mating group with those of corre­
sponding Fc lines selected for fruit size, early 
yield and total yield 
Group 
Mean fruit 
size 
lbs/fruit 
Mean early 
yield 
T/A 
Mean total 
yield 
T/A 
A .247 10.01 22.89 
B .264 9.55 24.24 
C 
.237 9.13 24.58 
F^  lines .228 9.00 20.33 
hsd .05 .061 5.95 9.94 
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Furthermore, the mode by which the three characters were in­
troduced in this type of sib-mating might minimize the effect 
of negative correlations. In this study, the sib-mating of 
plants selected for a common trait within different lines ap­
parently gave more opportunities for desirable recombinants 
to occur and to be selected. 
Group A, involving sib-mating between sister plants 
within the same line, would be expected to lead to more rapid 
homozygosity than other systems, Groups B and C. Consequently, 
the opportunity for selection progress would be more limited. 
However, the selections of group A showed the highest perfor­
mance for early yield. This result may relate to the rapid 
isolation of some earliness genes under line selection. When 
different sister lines were crossed, these genes may have 
been lost through genotypic-envlronmental Interaction or by 
poor selection criterion. 
Group C involved only two characters in the parents of 
each sib-cross. Although this type of sib-mating resulted in 
the highest performance for total yield, it did not appear to 
be effective in Improving all characters. This result was 
somewhat affected by the inability to sib-cross in one of the 
sub-groups (Oj) in 1962 (Table 2). Where only two character­
istics must be combined, this system would seem to be effec­
tive. 
The results of this study indicated that the combined 
performance of the three characters, fruit size, earliness 
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and total yield, can be improved through sib-mating. Although 
the three series of sib-mating differed in effectiveness, the 
time, effort and money spent in each may limit the efficiency 
as a breeding system. The effectiveness of selecting for 
high yield by fruit size was felt to be significant. It is 
possible, however, that this relationship might differ in 
different types of plant material. A program to combine the 
early yield with large fruit size will, in compact determinate 
plant material grown in the northern latitudes, generally re­
sult in improved total yield as well. Such a program, in 
which emphasis would be placed on reciprocally recurrent 
crosses of plants selected for early yield and fruit size may 
warrant further study. This program should be more economi­
cal, since evaluation of total yield is the most expensive of 
all characters. In this instance, fruit size can be selected 
visually. It may be necessary, however, to apply some pres­
sure to all characters, as was done in group B, to avoid the 
loss of desirable genes conditioning one of the characters. 
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SUMMARY 
An experiment was conducted, to study and compare the ef­
ficiency of sib-mating systems in increasing and maintaining 
genetic variability, and in improving combined performance 
for fruit size, earliness, and total yield in the tomato. 
For this purpose, 3 sib-mating groups, developed from 6 se­
lections within 3 F/j, lines of the cross NeEp-3 x Early Cha -
tham, were compared in each of three years. In 19&1, the ma­
terial consisted of 9 sib-crosses, three within each group, 
6 F^  progenies of the original selections and 3 check varie­
ties. Eighteen selections were made from the 1961 trial, two 
from each of 9 sib-crosses. 
Cuttings of the selections of 1961 were self-fertilized 
and the two derived from a particular cross were sib-mated. 
Therefore, the field material, of 1962 consisted of 36 strains, 
including the 18 self-fertilized progenies, the 9 sib-crosses, 
the 6 Ftj's of the original selections, and the same 3 checks 
of 1961. The same procedures of selecting, selfing and sib-
mating were practiced to develop the 36 strains of 1963. 
Individual plant response was measured in terms of ear­
liness, fruit size and yield. The data for each of three 
years were partitioned by variance analysis of single degrees 
of freedom. The results of comparisons among and within 
groups led to the following conclusions relating to the ef­
fectiveness of different methods of sib-mating in handling 
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genetic material in tomatoes. 
1. Sib-mating was effective in improving combined per­
formance for the three characteristics, fruit size, 
earliness and total yield relative to the F 5 lines. 
2. Sib-mating maintained relatively high genetic vari­
ability compared with self-pollination for the three 
characteristics over the period covered by this 
study. Consequently, this high variability offered 
more chances for successful selection than might be 
expected under self-fertilization. 
3. The sib-mating of plants selected from divergent 
lines (group B) was found to be the most effective 
system in all respects. This type of sib-mating ap­
parently increased the opportunities for desirable 
recombinants to take place and to be recovered. The 
sib-mating of divergent plants within a line was 
found to be the least efficient method in maintaining 
variability. 
4. The interrelationships between characters were more 
evident in progenies developed from line selection 
than in those developed from individual plant selec­
tion. 
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